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ANCIENT HINDU MUSIC

CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF ANCIENT HINDU MUSIC.

BY RAO SAHIB PEABHAKAK E. BHANDAEKAE ,
B.A, LAI. & S.; INDORE.

mUE subject of sclent Hindu music does not seem to have received that attention from Indian.

1 ists which it deserves. More than a century ago Sir William Jones, Francis I'owkc,

Paterson, etc., male attempts to elucidate Hindu music. But those were days of P«g work,

when very little was known of Sanskrit literature to European scholars, and the SuWuU^-Ku -

m ,llU was considered to be the title of the grammatical work or Panmt and kallmatha passed

I' J Since that time no attempt has been made to interpret Sanskrit treaties on music. lluu

iJi S M Tagore who has done so much to attract attention to Hindu music, and has compiled

IUjaS.il. ln .,0
,

invariably follows the authors just mentioned ;
and

a small Sanskrit book on the mujci -
-

j present day Karnatik system of music,

has simply contented lmii.eli

J
q “‘"»

Hilll „ m,sis . T l.e oul, ciuepiiou is that «l

when treating ot the theory and c dp--
. . . ~ .y. ,, but has been the first,

Monsieur J. Grosset, who has not only gone back to or.gnial a. JL

Bharata. Unfortunately

as far as my knowledge goes, to study the most
oE Illdia

,
naturally

besides the various disadvantages un er™ ^ muchfailh in the writings of Raj*

laboursin a work ot tins sort, Moi
- propagation of errors originally made by

S. M. Tagore. The necessary result ot t ns has be n Pi
;Vmbr0J , GescUchte der

the pioneers named above. Thus one hads then

^ the mos t important works. His

Musik and Helmholtz’s Sensations of Tone, to m

hoped that the following essay will W . Jon08 and his contemporaries.

There are other serious
of sorae of the Sanskrit works on music they men-

Thus, the authors have no lust-hand , °
.

t Bharata which do not occur m that

tic. For to*** Sir W. Jo.ros .i*» vmm
t0 k U,„ «],

author’s work. Mwl Svfjil*-*«W« »
e

°“
then U. has not disoo.orcl the date oi U.«

treatises of winch he has a dueM kno u 0 ,
.

, and simply remarks that “ it

composition o£ the latter, though it 13

Z referring everything Hindu to the hoary past

seems a very ancient composition. lS

. o - course,
quite excusable, considering the

is a characteristic fault ot writers ot this pen -

, ^ Uablc> however, to find Bin later

limited knowledge of Indxan mat ers a^^
^ Mvy lator> refm Hindu musical notation

writers, as for example, when Raja S. a • o ’

history ” and produces in support oi

,0 ’.,n *. autorior to the »> (A.P. H»»
liis statement nothing older than the tac=iu

, ^
which had originally appeared with Sir

^^^^"indieato the probable period of a particular

In the following essay, pains have
_

‘

, will incidentally show the unsaionesa

stage of Hindu music under discussion, w 110

, chau „.0 o£ tlic Hindus,” so often called mto

of the common argument of “ the well- mown

requisition when definite knowledge fails.

music to 3ervc as sign-posts in the development

I have taken the following Sanskrit treatises

oE that art:— * n Abbrcv. Bh. (KavyamaUi edition).

1. BMratiya-ndlja-icUra, circa 4th

somo \ima between A.D. 1210-1217. Abbrev.

2. Sarfigadeva’s Sainjila-ratnulcca a, w

S. R. (Anandashrama edition).
Abbrev. R. V. (ed. Gharpure).

3. Somanatha’s Rdja-vibo Ihi, A- D. A
• ^ fjf tfae 17tb century. Abbrcv. »

,i. Ahobala’s SamgUa-pdrijdta, circt the

Poona edition

Oaia s n
i, unless Calcutta edition be specially mentione ).
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determined by the fact that all these works hate been printed and are

This choice has been

thus easily available.
, . , , . ..

1. Jshdratiya^iUtya-sdtira .—This is the oldest Sanskrit work whch treats of mm, among

other subjects. Ibis useless.to tryto determine the dote ot the author, even i£ it were possible to do

so, becauso the present text is evidently the result of many re-handlings even in comparatively

recent times. Thus, certain verses quoted from Matrigupta’s work and the Ndtyalochana, by

Raghavabhatta in his commentary on the Sahuntala, are found in the present-day text of Bharata.

Again, probably there came into existence various recensions of the work, as for example, the

Nandi-bharata\ or Bharata according to Nandin. Nay, it would further appear that the term

bharata, came to mean “dramaturgy” generally, as shown by the title Natahga-lharatam, a

work by Lakshmana-Bhuskara, for though this work is not yet discovered, in no other sense can

the writings of Matanga be called ‘bharatam.’ In contra-distinction to these later bharatas, as

it were, llughavabhatta mentions a work called Adibharala . A manuscript with this name exists

in tho Mysore Oriental Library, but a cursory examination of the chapter on music corresponding

to tho 29th in tho published edition does not show any more marked difference than is found in

other manuscripts, bearing the ordinary name.

It will thus bo evident that the facts that Bhavabhuti refers to Bharata as taurya-trila-sutra-

hdra (composer of the rules of the three arts oE dancing, singing and instrumental music), and

that Kalidasa also mentions him as a muni (ancient sage), simply show that a certain work by

Bharata was known. to those poets. What portions, if any, of the present text formed a part

of the original, it is impossible to say. Nor is the argument derived from the mention of the

Prahravas (Pchlavi) in a book oE such a composite nature of any value in determining tho date of

tho author, for, taking an extreme view, the fact can legitimately be said to throw light only on

the dato of the composition of the particular verse in which the word occurs.

It becomes necessary, therefore, to try to ascertain, if possible, the probable date of the com-

position of the various chapters, and sometimes even of the particular verses. At present we are

concerned with the chapters treating of music. Even a cursory reading of these, as given in

different manuscripts,3 shows tho enormous re-handling which the text has undergone. Thus

a passage written in proso in one manuscript is found versified in another, and certain passages

referring to tho same matter read so differently in different manuscripts, that they must be looked

upon, not merely as various readings, but as different compositions, though very often the mean-

ing of tho passages is the same. At times, however, a later interpolation is seen to be in disagree-

ment with other parts of the work.

Under these circumstances an effort was mado to find out whether there were any references

to music in Kalidasa’ 3 works, which, by their discrepancy with the alleged work of Bharata, could

suggest a priority of cither. Unfortunately, I have not yet been able to find any such discrepan-

cies, except the doubtful ono contained in tho 39th slain3 oE the Raghuvama, canto I, where the

thatlja note of the gamut seems to bo referred to as being of two varieties. The commentator

MallimUha explains tho two varieties ns being either (a) suddha and vikrita or (5) chyuta and

If this explanation is to be accepted, it is evident that tho stage of music represented by

BhataU’s wotk must be looked upon as earlier than that of Kfilidftsa’s time, for, this distinction of

* tho fhadjet note ia not found there,—at loast not under those terms,—and only occurs in later writers.

> Sw the oadot tbo KAvyamal& series.

* I have consulted four MS3. (1) A. of Mil. Paul Itagnand and J. Grosset, very kindly put at my disposal by

the Utter gentleman, (2) G. of tho same authors, (3) Pj and Pj from the Deccan College Library, being copie* of a

Bikaner manuscript, \i) M. a manuscript from Mysore.
'

3
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There is, however, no obligation to accept Mallinatha’s interpretation, as the two varieties of the
note, viz., (1) shadja and (2) shadja-sddMrana, mentioned in Bharata, are quite sufficient to
explain the passage. Though the attempt to find out the priority of either of these works has thus
failed, a comparison with the Amardkoia is apparently more suceessful. In Bharata occurs the

word hutapa (a band of musicians), but it is not found in the Amardkoia, though one might expect

it, if it were in existence, along with the terms for specific collections (vrindahheddh) given in slokas

41 and 42, Kdnda II. 5, e. g., varga , sahgha, etc. The word mdrjand occurs in Araara, but the

technical meaning of it, as used in Bharata, viz., ‘a mode of tuning the triad of drums’ is not

given. But still more to the purpose is the occurrence of the word Tcdkali in the Amardkoia

among the musical terms, but without the specific signification of 4 the note between the

nishdda and the shadja,' which is
,

assigned to it in Bharata and all later treatises

on music. It would thus appear that probably the portion of the Dhdratiyi-ndtya idstra

under consideration is of a later date than the AmzrakAa. Unfortunately, the date of

this lexicon cannot be ascertained, and the opinions of scholars differ. Thus Weber assigns

it to the 11th century A.D., whereas Prof. A. A. Maslonell, with more show of reason, says that it

was ‘ not improbably composed about 500 A. D,' But one of the words given above, viz., mdrjand,

occurs in Kalidasa in the technical sense, but not in the Amarakosa, and if there be any force in the

argument used above, the lexicon must be looked upon as prior to Kalidasa, Perhaps a slightly

added strength is given to this view by the occurrence of the word murchhand both in Kalidasa and

Bharata, and its absence from Amara, though it may be urged that one has not got the same

right to expect this word in that lexicon as the other word mdrjand. According to the well-known

tradition, Amara was the contemporary of Kalidasa, who lived about the end of the fourth

century,4 and this is the earliest date at present assigned to Amara. Even putting the date a

century further back in compliance with this argument, the portion of the Bhdratiya-ndtya_

idstra, whioh deals with music, cannot be assigned to an earlier period than the 4th century A. D. ;

and may indeed be of a later date. This of coarse does not mean that the music described in that

work did not exist at an earlier period.

2. Sarngadeva’s Samgita-ratndkara.—There is no difficulty now in fixing the date of this

work. It must have been written between A. D. 1210 and A. D. 12475
.

Sarhgaieva mentions a large number of writers on samgita (dancing, singing and instrumental

music) between Bharata’s and his own times, but their works are no longer extant, and one has to l>e

content only with the few quotations found in the writings of the commentators on Sarngdeva’s own

work. This is very much to be regretted, because the period between Bharata and Sarfigadeva was a

very long one—seven or nine centuries—and music had undergone a very great evolution, which it is

impossible for ns to follow without the missing links. Sariigadeva’s work itself, though extremely

valuable otherwise, gives but little assistance in such a study, on account of the commonly accepted

precept, that whenever there is a discrepancy between a idstra (ancient rule) and a lakshya (actuality

or actual practice), the former should be interpreted so as to tally with the latter (vide S. R., Adhy.vi.

331-341). It must be mentioned, however, that at times such discrepancies are noted by the author.

* E. G. Bhandarbar

—

A Peep into the Early History of India, p. 45.

5 E. G. Bhandarkar—Early History of the Dekkan (2nd ed.), pp. 111-112. H«ra also occurs the following

remark

'

There is a commentary on this work, attributed to a king of the name of Singa, who is represoulod as

a paramount sovereign of tho Andhra circle. This Singa appears in all likelihood to bo Siughana
;
and tho

commentary was either written by him or dedioated to him by a dependant, as is often tho caso. ’ Tho fact,

however, that this commentary mentions another, viz., that by Kalh'n/ltha, circa A. D, 1459, goes against ibis

oonjeoture. Further, it may be noted that in tho portion of Siihhabhfipila's commentary published at Calcutta,

there is no mention of the author being the paramount sovereign of tho Andhra cirolo as in tho manuscript

referred to in tho Early History of the Dekkan.
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tell the rest ” of the ndtya* ^ ataf)ga seems to be comparatively a recent miter, and, to judge

from the available quotations, appears to have rendered the same service to music m his own time

as a compiler, which Sarngadeva himself did at a later period. Thus he is found to quote

Bharata, Kohala, Kasyapa and Dnrgasakti7 and reconcile different opinions.

3. Somanatha’s Rdgavibodha—The date of composition of this treatise is given at the end

bv the author himself as Salsa 1531 t.e., A. D. 1609.

4. Aliobala’s ^amgita-pdrijdta.

—

This work was translated into Persian in the year 1137

A, H. or A. D. 1724.® It will be seen hereafter, that this work represents a later stage in the deve-

lopment of music than the last treatise, and I have assigned it, therefore, to the latter half of

the 17th century approximately.

Preliminary Remarks.

The following elementary considerations, though they ought to be well-known to students of

the theory of music, do not seem to be recognised by many of the authors, who have written on

the subject of Hindu music, and this is my excuse for introducing them here.

The modern European diatonic scale recognises two modes, the Major and the Minor :

The major mode c d e f g a b c'

1
S 5 f 3 5 lj

8 4 3 2 3 8

The minor mode c d ejj f g a b c'

, 9 6 4 3 5 1_5 9
8" 5 3 2 3 8

If the vibration frequency of the note c be represented by 1, the vibration frequencies of the

other notes are represented by the numbers written under them.

The interval between any two notes is expressed by the quotient of their vibration frequencies

and not by their subtraction
;

thus the interval between / and a is
5

4
and not

JL = -1. Indicating
3 3 3 °

the intervals between successive notes, the major mode may be

written as Eollows

c d e f <j a b c'

1 1° ]G 1 1° 9 1_G

8 9 15 8 9 8 15

* Bh. p. 445, itofca IS, where
1

ought to read ‘ =RT?c5 : Also p. 44(5,

r. S4, whore 3 5s a misreading for 3’ M3. A. confirms these corrections.

This prediction, ti«., that tho rest not dealt with hero will bo treated by Kohala, plainly shows that this

rw4»Ung of tho Bk was dono after Kohala, a later author, had written his work.

’ It miy inoiJoaUliy bo mentioned that in Sihragidova’s enumeration of writers on music (S. JR., pp. 5-B) the

name oootits, which is the name of a singlo mao (S. R., p. 164). As printed in both editions of the

.S. li., the reader is apt to imagino .J*lf and to ho two dist net writers and women. The Samgtta.

f drydltt, which U oareloss in such nutters, actually mentions as an author. Similarly, the S. P. notwith-

standing, perhaps ofS. R. is tho nams of a Bingle individual, but I have no.evidenoe, as in the other

ease, to support the conjecture.

• Jnrahln of Indian J/trnc by Sir W. Ouseley, reprinted in Itajh S. M. Tagore’s Hindu Music from Various

Juth*n (m2).
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E.ch ol the intervals ~ and “ i, C.1M a tone. The former, which 1, the greater e! the

two, is further designated as a major tone and the latter a minor tone. The difference between the

9 10 81
two is — -T _ =

, Which is called a comma. The interval 16/15 is called a semitone, or

more strictly a diatonic semitone. Accurately speaking, it is slightly greater than a half tone,

since two semitones X are somewhat more than a tone (—). The minor tone —
15 15 8 9

_ 16 25

15 24’
16

that is, it consists of a diatonic semitone —2 and a somewhat smaller semitone
15

25—, which is called a chromatic semitone. When a note is raised or lowered by a chromatic semi-

tone, it is said to be made sharp or flat respectively. Thus if the vibration frequency of c be taken as

9 9 25 75 k or; a
d = -g-> sharp d = — X ^ e~~£

24
=
TP

&C' ^arp8 anc* indicated

by the signs # and
j, written after the notes, thus d # is sharp d, and e

jj
is fiat e.

It is a well-known fact that the vibration frequency of a note (on which depends its pitch),

obtained by plucking a thin string, is inversely proportional to its length, other things remaining

the same.9 If the length of the string producing the note c be taken &3 unity, the lengths which

produce the different notes of the major mode will be as follows

Notes cdefgabc’
r «. t *• 1

8 4 3 2 3 8 1
Length of string lj J T T T 15

*2

Here again, as before, the difference or interval between two notes is represented by the

quotient of the corresponding nnmbers and not by their substruction. Thus the interval between

4 8 9 .

d and e is — -j- ~ — (which means that the length of the string giving the note e is 9/lOths

q A A
of that giving the note d, other things being the same), and not — — — = _* This is such

9 5 45

an elementary matter that some readers are apt to wonder at the insistence with which it is presented

here. But, a3 will be shown in the sequel, this error was actually made originally by J. D. Paterson,

Raja S. M. Tagore drew up his instructions for the division of the finger board of the S'rutivina

in accordance with it, and Captain Day (to mention only the most important writer) gave further

publication to it.

There is another and more convenient method of expressing the intervals between the

different notes of a scale. On examining the scale given above, it will be seen that the interval

between the fundamental note and its octave is divided into five tones and two semitones. Each

tone is approximately eqnal to two semitones, and the interval of an octave may, therefore, be

9 Though this can be experimentally demonstrated pretty aoonrately (exaot preoision is impossible) on a

properly constructed monochord, for more than one reason errors are inevitable in an attempt to make tbs

demonstration with the help of a fretted instrument like the tin or tifar,
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major mode may be roughly given in semitones as follows

Notes cdefgaoC
Intervals in semitones ... ... 2 2 1 2 2 2 1

This is evidently only a rough statement, as, strictly speaking, the interval between c and d

is not equal to that between d and e, nor is either of them exactly double of that between e and /.

But let us now suppose that the interval of an octave is subdivided into twelve exactly equal intervals,

whioh wo shall term ‘equal semitones’ (E.S.). Then evidently the interval of an octave 2= (E. S.)12 ,

or one E. S. = ^ Taking this as our unit, we can express any interval in terms of it.

Thus the interval between c and d expressed as a quotient is —
;
and if we want to find the

g

number of equal semitones ss in the same, we have the relation 12j 2 * = -g-> whi°h gives

V
x = 2.04 nearly. To avoid decimals, we may put one equal semitone — 100 cents, and say that

the interval between c and d is 204 cents, instead of 2.04 equal semitones. The pitch of the*

different notes of the major mode may now be expressed as follows

Notes... c d e f g a b c’

Cents 0 204 386 498 702 884 1088 1200

and the intervals between successive notes thus :

—

Notes... c d e f g a b c’

Cents... 204 182 112 204 182 204 112

One convenience of this method of expressing the value of musical intervals is readily seen,

riz., that they can be expressed by means of differences instead of by quotients. Moreover, a

comparison of different systems of dividing the octave is thereby rendered easier.

The notes of Hindu Music.

From the S. R. I. iv. 38 and Naradi-Sikskd I. i. 2-3, it would appear that a rik was chanted

in monotone, a gdthd to two notes, and a sdman to three notes10. A scale of fonr notes also seems to

have been in use and was called svardntara (Vern. suratar). In what relations of pitch the notes

stood in tho last three cases it is impossible to say, though at first in reading Ndradt-ISikshu I. i.

9-13, and I. v. 1-2, one entertains a hope of being able to make a guess.

Wo aro also ignorant of the stages by which the three notes of the sdman chant rose to the

number of sovcn, nor can wa say, with certainty, what relation these seven sdman notes bore to

tho lator seven notes of music. The former were named Jerushta, prathama, dvitiya, trttiya, chaturtha

,

motndra and atiieifra.11 It is certain that these are in descending order of pitch,12 but in what

exact relation, it is impossible to say. The Ndradi~&ikshd does indeed in one place say :

—

n: BTHURT WT: FTC i

nt IIXIJ

«RT I

"Tit FFFT: Iftll

(Translation—Tho first note of the Silman chanters is the madhyama of the flute, the second is

tho gdndhdra, the third is known as the rhhabha, the fourth is called the shadja, the fifth is the

dhahata, tho sixth should be known os the nishdda, and the seventh the panchama .)

*• Sso alio S. R. (Calcutta), p. 70, 11. 17 et teq.

» .NMraiiE Sitihd I. 1. 12 ; S. R. I. i. 25, Comm., where they are inoorrectly spelt
;
A. C. Burnell’s Arshcya-

r&htmtna—Th* Sdman Chanti In S, M. Tagore’s Hindu Musicfrom Various Authors, 2nd edition,

n iWlrodC-SilsM, I. vii, 1-2 ; A. O. Burnell loo. cit.
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But it will be noticed that this nomenclature is different from the one which has just been
referred to as being given in another part of the same work. As a matter of fact, the names of
the seven notes of the sdman hare varied from time to time and in different parts of the
country, 13 the enumeration and notation by the first seven numerals being more modern/ A. C.
Burnell professes to have identified them by means of a standard pitch-pipe with f, e, d, c, B,
A, G, and adds that * it is also the doctrine of the Ndradacixd

(
adhy, ii) according to oral

information and quotes the first of the two slokas given above. He further remarks that 1 tho

common Hindu scale corresponds with the European key of 0.’ But it is easy to show that

Dr. Burnell is certainly wrong (1) either in his identification of the seven notes with /, e, d,

Ac., or (2) in supposing that this identification is borne out by the Ndradi-siMd, For, though
the author is quite correct in saying that the common Hindu scale (that is, of the present day)

corresponds with the European key of C, it does not follow that the common ancient Hindu scale

was the same as to-day’s. As a matter of fact, it will be shown in the sequel that if c be taken

as the shadja, the gdndhdra and the nishdda as given in all Sanskrit treatises on music, will be

represented by e f and b f, and not by e and b as is the modern Hindu practice in northern India.

Moreover, Dr. Burnell evidently had not before him the second of the two slobas quoted above

;

otherwise he would have seen that though the order was smooth up to the fourth note which was
identified with the shadja, it was no longer so with the remaining notes, the fifth, Bixth, and
seventh, being the dhaivata, the nishdda and the paiichama respectively, and not the nishdda, the

dhaivata and the paiichama, as one would expect if the enumeration of the notes had proceeded in

the descending order of pitch. From all this it is evident that Dr. Burnell’s identification of the

seven notes of the sdman, even if it be correct, is not in accordance with the Ndradi-hlcshd, and

it is very desirable that an expert should ascertain the relations of the notes of the sdman, while

it is still possible to find Brahmanas who can chant it.

Though we do not know all we desire about these notes, vve can gather some information

about the scale from their names. Thus it would appear that there was a time when only four

notes were used, which were designated by the names the first, the second, the third, and the fourth

and formed a descending scale, that at a later time the scale was extended below and upwards

by the notes mandra and Jcrushla respectively, and that atisvdra was the last addition to its lower

end. -

'

In music proper, designated by tho term gdndharva, seven notes are recognised and named

shadja, rishabha, gdndhdra, madhyama, paiichama, dhaivata, and nishdda (sometimes also called

saptama or the seventh), and represented by the syllables sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, and ni respec-

tively. The earliest mention of these is found in the Anugitd and the Garhhopanishad, Tclang

assigns tha former to the third or fourth century B. C,, and the scale must be assumed to have

dated from that period. How long before, the sdman scale of seven notes was in existence and

whether it was identical with this one, are questions on which I am unable to throw light. In

Greece, Pythagoras (flourished 510-510 B. C.) is said to have been the first to establish the eight

complete degrees of the diatonic scale.
‘

As regards the meauing of the names of notes, it is easy to see that the madhyama is so

called because it forms the middle note, the panchama because it is the fifth, and tho saptama

(another name for the nishdda) because it is the seventh note, in the shadjagrdma, Tho various

derivations of these and the remaining notes given by different writers and quoted in the commentaries

on the S. It. by Kallinatha and Simhabhupala are simply fanciful, and need not be mentioned

here. It may be noted, however, that one of the attempts, which interprets the name shadja as .

meaning* the producer of the (other) six’ (notes), besides being opposed to ordinary grammar, •

18 A. 0. Burnell, loc, cit,
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" “™LL oi the present Hindu seal.,

as wm Be buovvu uw™"~’ »

—

Q-
. ( derived from the

SKb ™. not the ease in former times. The other emanation, nr., the note der.VeU rem

(other) six * has the advantage of being in better agreement with grammar, and it is not impos-

sible (though I do not consider it probable) that it might have been the last addition to the scale.

The term gdndhdra was evidently taken from the country of that name, noted for it3 musicians.

The derivation of nishdda is stated to be from ni+^sad, the note being thus named because “ the

notes ‘sit down’ i.e., end in this one.”14 This may be right, but I think it at least quite as likely

that it was so called, because in the old Hindu vind (see below) the string on which it was played

was tho lowest, or as it were ‘ sat down.’ The term niskddavdn is also sometimes applied to this

note instead of “ ni&hdda.”

On the * svmras’ and f
brutis.’

In the Bh. there is no confusion or want of clearness about these. But some of the later

Sanskrit authors have introduced difficulties unnecessarily, which the reader will find discussed in

KallinsHba’s commentary (S. R. pp. 31-36). Thus Visvavasu says that srutis are of two kinds*

mV,, (1) those on which the notes are located, and (2) those which intervene between two notes ;

for example, in the shadjagrdma the fourth, seventh, ninth, etc., srutis will be said to belong to the

first class, and the first, second, third, fifth, sixth, eighth, etc., to the second. Some mention

sixty-six srutis, i. e,, twenty-two for each of the three octaves, and have even gone to the extent

of giving names to everyone oE these, others contenting themselves with naming only the twenty-two.

In the Bh. the srutis have not been designated by proper names at all. Some maintain that the number

of srutis is infinite, which statement, if it refers to the interval of an octavo and is not merely

an extension of the last view of sixty-six srutis to the infinite number of octaves that are conceiv-

able, simply means that the interval ofau octave is divisible into au infinity of minute parts. Though

this is true, it dees not follow that one is not at liberty to divide it, if it suits one’s purpose, into

a desired number of parts. A straight line may be divisible into an infinite number of extremely

minute parts, but it may bo suitable for our purpose to divide it only into two or four. Kallinu-

tha’s objection to the view of infinite srutis is that the ear is incapable of appreciating such infini-

tesimal srutis. Though this argument is quite valid, it does not strike at the root of the question.

It may still be a9ked Why just twenty-two srutis, and not twenty-four or twelve, each of which

.

is quite as appreciable by the ear as one of the system of twenty-two ? The only complete reply

would be:—Simply because the system of twenty-two suits best the purpose in hand, which is to

indicate the relations of the various notes in the grdma.

One more view requires notice. Kalliaatha14 says “ Other sages, like Vena, consider a sruts

to bo of nine sorts”. Thus, for instance, 1 At the holes of a flute wise men should produce notes of two,

of three, and of four srutis Bharata also has said15 ‘ The notes in a flute should be known as of

two, throe, and four srutis, (produced) by shaking (of the finger), by half opening (a hole), and by

fully opening (it).18 Thus have I mentioned nine correct srutis .’ I need hardly remark that it

is arrant uonsonso to speak of srutis being of. nine kinds, because there are notes of two, three, and

four srutis, and two, throe and four together make nino! Further it must be added to- the credit ,

of tho Bh. that tho lines, which say so, though alleged to he from that work, are not found iu any

of the manuscripts I havo consulted.

(To be continued.)

1* a a. Yob I, p. 40, U 34 (KallinUha’s Comm.)
, .

i* s. p. as. H*r m: 1

li ffPRTCr JTfrfTf: wftwc I sft II ia abetter reading.

The lb ffd eta,, do not oaouc in &aj of the MSS. of the Bh. I have consulted.

*• In Utsr versa in the Bh. flit explained that the netes obtained by these processes are o£ three, two and

four truth, toipwlirely. .... .. ... ... -
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OP ANCIENT HINDU MUSIC.

BY EAO SAHIB PRABHAKAE E. BHANDAEKAE, B.A., L.M.&S.; INDORE.

(Continued from p. 164.)

B
UT if the srutis have received such bad treatment from some Sanskrit authors, they have had a

still worse fate at the hands of molern writers. Thus Sir W. Jones says17:—"If I

understand the native musicians, they have not only the chromatic, but even the second, or new,

enharmonic, genus; for they unanimously reckon twenty-two srutis, or quarters and thirds of a tone,

in their octave : they do not pretend that those minute intervals are mathematically equal, hot

consider them as equal in practice, and allot them to the several notes in the following order
;
to sa,

ma, and pa, four
;

to ri and dha, three; to ga and »«, two
;
giving very smooth and significant

naiue 3 to each sruti. Their original scale, therefore, stands thus :

4s 3 i 2 s 4 i 4 i 3s2s
“The semi-tones accordingly are placed as in our diatonic scale

;
the intervals between the fourth

and fifth, and between the first and second, are major tones; but that between the fifth and sixth

which is minor in our scale, appears to be major in theirs; and the two scales are made to coincide

by taking a iruti from pa and adding to dha, or, in the language of Indian artists, by ra*. g

Seroaretn** t , the class of Stnfd and her sisters
;

for everyM they consider as a htt e nymp^

and the nymphs of the Panchama, or the fifth note, are Mdlim, Chapali, Laid and Serv^ a

Santa and her two sisters regularly belong to DhaivUa : such at least is the system Co ,

one of the ancient bards, who has left a treatise on m*sic.
distinctly

Soma s.ems to admit, that a qoarter or a third oi a tone c....t b, g
herd tram th, 1W ,

bat he takes for granted, that to *et ver,

arrangement of mode, ;
and their sixth, I imagine, bl-l hn.v.m.ll, drm.mah*

*

for he onl, mentions two modes, in whioh all the seven notes are nnatorrf, I

discover an, diSeren,. in practice between the laSian scale.

ear to be v.r, in.nfEei.ntl, eternised, I requested a Osrwna professor of m.s,c
t.J.J> _

his violin a Hindu lutanist, who sung by note »™PJP0 « «« 1

inforracd me,
that, when

he assured me, that the scales were the same
,
and

•
, ,, rr . 7 series' of seven

the roiee of a native singer was in tan. with his harpsichord, be foond the On* «"«

notes to ascend, like ours, by a sharp third. ”
an „ difference between the

New L can well believe the inability of Sir W. Jones to d, torn a.J“ por_

.Indian and European scale?, and the German professor 3
*

f t,|fl modern

practically, the present-da, Hindu scale** n», be eons.demd ind,.t.n^..haW

^^ fc, ^
European scale, and Mr. Shore is quite right when lie sajs tha i as

. ,u

,harp

P

third* (major third,. But that is about:the en
,
£»-»• g

“X. .ciepte* them

other assertion, being error., which have since been repe.tedb, ether wnters, who
_J WU1UU UttIO oiuvwvw— A , .

without examination. It is necessary therefore, to> pomt

®

a *

Q hag right to assume that

(1) In the first place it must be obvious to the
t dav. As a matter of

the scale mentioned in Sanskrit trentisn, is the same as that of the present da,.

fact, it will be shown in the sequel that they differ, — — *

” On the Musical Moles of the Hindus (WorJcs Vol. IV.)
tho30 commonly found in Sanskrit treatue*.

15 Tho names of tho krulis given by Sir W. ones
, . . that tbe

Were they taken from Sa.hjtta Ndr&yana ?
, . it,;3 essay, it should be clearly un

i
a es.

n Whenever the present-day Hindu scale is referred to
Oarliati0 system, unless tbe contrary is «*

present Hindustani: system of mu3io i3 in view, and no

prossly stated. .
* '

' “
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(2) Secondly, it is wrong to infer that the Hindus had the enharmonic genus of the Greeks

or anything similar to it, because they unanimously reckon twenty-two smtis in their octave. In

the Preliminary Remarks above, the European scale is given in cents, twelve hundred being

reckoned in the octave
;
but it would be absurd to argue therefrom that the Europeans have a genus

in which the notes ascend by single cents.

(3) Thirdly, (a) thinking that the scheme of the scale as given by Sanskrit authors was

sa r i ga ma pa dha ni sa

4s 3s 2s 4s 4s 3s 2s

which is an error, as will be shown presently, and (b) finding the prevailing Hindu scale and

the modern European major scale indistinguishable, 20 and (c) noticing three sorts of intervals in

the classical Hindu scale,21 and (d) observing them (owing to his erroneous scheme of the scale) to

occupy, as regards their comparative magnitudes, the same places as the major tone, the minor

tone, and the semitone in the European scale, except in one instance (viz., the interval between the

fifth and the sixth), Sir W. Jones naturally succumbed to the temptation of looking upon the two

scales as quite identical, and made the assertions that the four-, three-, and two-srutis intervals were

respectively the major tone, the minor tone and the semitone. But the tbree-srutis interval was a

stumbling block. As this interval was identified with a tone, a sruti had to be considered as a third

of a tone ;
at the same time, the iom-srutis interval being looked upon as a major tone, a sruti had

also to be supposed to be equivalent to a quarter of a tone. If the value of a sruti, however, be

admitted to be thus uncertain, of what use could such a variable standard be ? If an inch be

sometimes a twelfth of the foot and sometimes only a sixteenth, how could it ever be of use as a

measuring unit? Sir W. Jones seems to have thought that he had effectually got out of the dilemma

by saying :
—“ they do not pretend that those miuute intervals are mathematically equal, but

consider them as equal in practice.” He seems to be unconscious of the fact that we cannot

possibly consider a quarter-tone and a third of atone as equal in practice, and choose either in-

differently a3 the equivalent of a sruti in the classical Hindu scale and yet make the scale coincide

with the European. Thus, if we suppose a sruti to be a quarter of a major tone, i.e„ 51 cents

(see above), the value of the three-, and tvio-srutis intervals will respectively be 153 and 102 cents,

that is, even though the two-«ru/is interval may be allowed to pass as practically equal to the

diatonic semitone of 112 cents, the three-Jr«fis interval cannot be taken as equal to the minor tone of

182 cents. On the other hand, if we take a sruti as a third of a minor tone, i.e., 61 cents, the

four- and tvio-srutis intervals will respectively be 244 and 122 cents
;
and here again even though

wo considered the two-irrtfts interval as practically equal to the diatonic semitone of 112 cents, the

same cannot bo said of tho four-srufis interval and the major tone of 204 cents.22 But the amount of

error becomes still more pronounced, when wo remember (as will be pointed out later on) that the

old Sanskrit musicians were much more concerned about their just22 fourths and fifths than about

their seconds, and when accordingly we find their value on the hypothesis of Sir W. Jones.

*• 1 have allowed the two scales to be practically the same, but when anybody wishes to establish the identity

in detail, ns for instance with regard to major and minor tonoB, he most produce stronger experimental evidence

than Sir \Y. Jones has done.

li Hereafter 1 shall use tho name ' classical Hindu scale’ to mean tbefShaSja) scale given in Sanskrit treatises.

Tho term ' ancient or old scale’ is not suitable, for oven in modern Sanskrit books it continued to be takon as the

standard, though thero is reason to believe that it was not tho prevailing scale, which in its turn could, of court e, bo

expressed in terms of the standard. 1 know of Sanskrit books on music composed in the last few years m which

the classical Hindu scale is taken as the standard, though it is no longer the standard in practice.

« As will bo scon hereafter, the fact is that a irufi must ho looked upon as practically invariable, like all

other standards, with tho result that the classical Hindu scale cannot be the same as the European one, even

allowing that Sir W. Jones’ scheme of the former as given above is correct.

31 All tho fourths and fifths of tho classical scale are not just, only those with the intervals of nine and

thirteen fruit's respectively being allowed to be so (vide sea l
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Value of the Value of the
Fourth in cents. Fifth in eenta.

498 702

459 663
546 789

-Acc. to Sanskrit writers J When 1 *ruti = 3
/
22 octa™ = 54 6/11

l c^ts 491 709
A glance at the table shows that whereas in the Hindu system of 22 srutis in the octave, the

error amounts to only 7 cents or about a third of a comma, on Sir W. Jones’ assumptions it is six

to twelve times as great.

(4) S J great is the anxiety of Sir William to establish the identity of the classical Hindu and
the European major scale that, though in accordance with his (erroneous) scheme of the former he

is forced to admit that the iuterral between the fifth and the sixth in that scale Is a major tone

whereas it is a minor tone in the other, he proceeds to adl—“their sixth, I imagine, is almost

universally diminished by one kruti ” [thus making the two scales coincide]; “ for he [Somanatha]
only mentions two modes, in which all the seven notes are unaltered.” Now even admitting that

according to Somanatha, there are only two modes in which all the seven notes are unaltered,24 how
doe3 it follow that in almost all the remaining modes the sixth is altered? To take an extreme

UU3U ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Acc. to Sir W. Jones
j JJ

’1911

}
«rut

/.
= *

Q
ma

i
or ione = 51 c®n

j When 1 sruti =1/3 minor tone = bO 2/1

view, the statement of Somanatha can be quite correct without a single one of the remaining rdgas
hiving an altered sixth, the alterations being confined to one or more of the other notes. Sir W»
Jones imagination that the sixth of the classical Hindu scale is * almost universally diminished

by one sruti,’ is a mere assertion, which he makes in order to uphold his preconceived notion of the

identity of the two scales, but for the sapport of which he has produced no evidence.23

(5) Lastly comes the most serious error of all, which is in fact the source of all the others.

Sir W. Jones would have found, if he had been a little more careful, that he had made a mistake in

assigning proper places to the groups of srutis, All Sanskrit treatises clearly give the following as

the scheme of the shadja-gr dma :

—

J-Q
„ H m ^ M, ,i

, Oorral sthem> o[ the

47 hi 2 s 4L ii 3k 2 s 4 s / J*4r*"*

Eat Sir W. Jones made the mistake of put'ing after the notes the different groups of srutis

attached to them, whereas according to rules they ought to have been put before them. Thus he

wrongly represented the scheme as follows :

—

so
,

ri ga ma pa dha, ni sa I r,. ttt t , . , ,

L /V „ A j j
bir \v. Jones incorrect scheme of

4 k 3 s 2k 4s 3 i 2k )

th® sha^Ja‘'J
r(lma-

This great error together with the others mentioned above, of which it was the source, has

found its way in the writings of all subsequent authors, among whom are Sir W. Ouseley, Mr. J. D.

Paterson, W. G. Stafford, Capt. Willard, Col. French, Carl Engel, Baja S. M. Tagore, J.

Grosset, A, J. Ellis 26 A. W. Ambro327 and Capt. Day, to mention only the most important.

This propagation of error was quite natural, as most of the writers were ignorant of Sanskrit. But

they re-iterated the words of Sir W. Jones with so mnch force and perseverance, and with such an

appearance of in lependeut research that a conscientious scholar like M. J. Grosset, who was tho

24 SomauiUha doinesonly two rdy is viz. m'llt'iari and turui\hi-to&t with all seven notoe unaltered (R. V. iv.8)

but he admits the existence of other r&ja j with similarly unaltered nolj3 l R. V. iii. 32). At the same time the

student of the It. V. will easily see that the unaltered notes according to Somanfttha are quite different from

those aeorrding to Sir W. Jones.
25 In tho oorrect scheme of the classioal Hindu scale given below, it will be seen that the interval between pit

and ilha is only three drutis and not four as Sir W. Jones made out.

21 In his translation of Hetmholtt's Sensations of Tone, 3rd edition, p. 521. 11 Qcsihichie Her iluttk.
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first to <*o back to the oust aacieat of Sanskrit treatises on

This was very unfortunate, as he thereby missed the opportunity ot correcting t e prevae ’

and actually thought Bharata to be wrong in certain places, where he wa3 quite correct.- ihos a mg

the order of srutis given in the Bh. different from that given by Sir W. Jones, he thought that the

discrepancy was probably due to the exigency of the metre.29 The first person to detect the errot

was Raja S. M. Tagore, who had himself previously given currency to it in his own writings.30 Butt

unfortunately, instead of acknowledging it as such, he tries to defend it and in doing so falls int 0

fresh errors.31 Thus he says : “ Iu the arrangement of the 'Srutis, modern usage is diametrically

opposite to the classical one
; the latter placing them before the Notes to which they respectively

belong, while the former fit their position after the Notes. Supposing a cypher to represent a

fSruti, the classical arrangement would be like this :

—

0000 000 00 0000 0000 000 00
ri ga mot pa dha ni

The modern arrangement is as follows:—

0000 000 00 000 0 000 0 000 00

ri ga ma pa dha ni

“ It is difficult to determine when or by whom the alteration in the arrangement was effected.

The arrangement of the frets on the Vint and other stringed instruments accords with the

modem acceptation of the principle. It will be seen from a look at these instruments, that, in

them Ginlhira and Nish tda, each of which has two Srutis, and is called in European music a

semitone, have, between themselves and the succeeding notes, half the space that is allotted to

those having four Srutis
;
and following the same method, Rishabha and Dhaivata, have, with

reference to the next succeeding Notes, each a fourth less than that of Shadja, Madhyama, and

Panchama (each of which has four Srutis). According to a rule laid down in the classical

treatises, the disposition of the notes is reversed in the case of Ddravi (literally, wooden, i. e.,

stringed) instrument*, and oat of this reversed arrangement, perhaps, the modern theory about the

arrange-nint of the position of the Srutis has been evolved.” Then iu a footnote be adds:
—

'* Capt.

Willard, Sir W. Jones, and other eminent writers, who had carefully studied the principles of

Indian Music and were practically acquainted with it, adopted tho modem disposition of the

Srutis.”

Now in this passage the only statements which are correct are (1) that the classical arrange-

ment of the srutis in the shalji-grdnt is as given there, aud not as was given by former winters

and by the Rtja himielf in his previous works and (2) that in the classical arrangement the semi-

tones were betweon ri and ga, and between dha aud ni,31 and that in the modem arrangement they

are between ga and mi, and between ni and sa. All else is wrong. He had no right to assert that

the erroneous scheme was 'the modern acceptation of the principle,’ without quoting his authority

for it. Then he adds that the modem arrangement of the frets on the vintl and other stringed

instruments accords with it, for, he says, that if the space between the frets sa and ri, ma and pa,

and pa and dha bo taken as four units, that between the frets rz and ga, and dha and ni is three,

and that between ga and ma, and ni and sa two. I need hardly remark that all this is quite

** J. Orossot—ConlriS. d vfltude cU In Musique Biudoue, p, 81, notes 27 and 28.

** Oj'w* cil. p. 85, note 34.

»» ’Hindu .Umjic
1

1871 ;
Sir Principal Ii&jat, 2nd edition, 1877.

51 .Uti.oc il Seales of the Rituhts, 1831, pp. 93-91.

s« The reader should not# carefully that I say that tho semitones were between ri and ja, and dha and ni, and'

no! between the second and third notes, and the sixth and seventh notes, re»peotively, booanse. as will be pointed

out hereafter, the classical so was not tho first of tho soalc in IU same sense as the present day »a is.
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wrong, as anybody with some acquaintance of the elements of acoustics can easily eee» The same
sort of gross mistake had been committed previously by J. D. Paterson tTith this difference that
this writer saw that even with his naive rejection of fractions, which he resorted to with

apparent success in the first tetrachord sa—ma, he could not get anywhere near the numbers he

desired in the case of the distances between successive frets of the secoud tetrachord pa—sa, and

had recourse to the very ingenious suggestion that 'as they considered the 2nd Tetrachord as

perfectly similar to the first, they probably made use of the same numbers to express that

similitude.’ Verily scholarship must have been comfortably unexacting in those happy old days
5

There is thus absolutely no basis for Raja S. M. Tagore’s fancied modern arrangement of the

srutis, there being no authority for it. Nor does the observed difference in the position of the

,

semitones in the classical and the modern scales stand in need of snch an hypothesis, as it is

capable of more than one other explanation as will be seen hereafter. But in putting forward

a probable explanation of the supposed displacement of the srutis, the writer says : ‘ According to

a rule laid down in the classical treatises, the disposition of the notes i 3 reversed in the case of

Ddravi (literally, wooden, i. e., stringed) instruments, and out of this reversed arrangement, per-

haps, the modern theory about the arrangement of the position of the srutis has been evolved.’ As

usual the Raja does not quote his authority
,
but it seems certain that he is referring to the lines

ss If we suppose with the Rfija the length of the string producing sa to be 90 inches, then theoretically the

lengths giving the succeeding seven notes of the octave ton the Raja's assumptions about (1) the disposition of

the srutis in tho modern Hindu scale and (2) the values of the three sorts of intervals being a major tone, a minor
tone and a diatonio semitone] will be 80, 72, 671, 60, 531, 43 and 45 inches respectively, and the difference in

lengths of strings will be as shown in the following table:—

<'sa and ri 10 inches

4 irutis Jma and pa 7j ,, 3 fruits

(.pa and dha 0J ,,

A mere glance at the table shows the error of the R&j&’s statement. The fact is that there is a radical error in

representing musical intervals by differences in the lengths of strings producing the notes. The correct way to

represent them is by means of quotients of the respective lengths. Thus the 4-srutis intervals above are

Cri and /a 8 inches . f ga and ma 4j inohes.

j

dAu and ni 5j „
* s

j ni and sa 3 „

00 60 9 80 531 10 72 49 16
~~ = 1=8 — = —

> 3-irutis — ra — «= —
;

2-srutis — = — <= —
. See the Preliminary Remarks

80 6,0 531 8 72 48 9 671 45 15 *

above.

lt On the Gr&mas or Musical Scales of the Hindus (Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX), reprinted in Tagore’s Hindu
Musicfrom Various Authors, and quoted in Copt. Day’s The Music and Musical Instruments of S. India and the

Deccan. What J. D, Paterson says amounts to this :—The madhyama-gr&ma is formed from the shadja-grima

(see Sir W. Jones’ scheme above) by flattening dha by on8 sruti, whioh thus becomes identical with the major

mode of European diatonio scale (of course, aooording to the wrongaotionsof that anthorand SirW Jones). Now
take a sounding string 44 units in length between the nut and the bridge ; then half the length or 22 units will

give the ootave of the open string, representing the 22 truth. The lengths for the different notes will theoreti-

cally be as follows

Note 12 3 i 5 6 7 8 or ootave.

Length of string ... 41

Difference in length of j ,

strings of successive notes, i
4

8 4 3 2 3 8 1

44 x — 44 x — 41 x - X 1 41 x — 44 x — 41 x —

,

9 5 4 3 5 15 2

8 - 41 1 2 14 14 7— 3 - 2 - 3 - 2 — 2 — 1 —
9 45 5 3 15 15 15

Iteject the fraotions of the first three differenses, says Mr, Paterion, an 1 you have the figures 4, 3, and 2 res-

pectively, the number of triitis sapposod to be tinro by the Hindi mnsioian3. Bat the remaining figures do not

fit in, even with the extreme liberality with which the reader has bean asked to rojost fraotions, and the

author has, therefore, recourse to tho ingenious suggestion given above. Not to montion the hugeness of frac-

tions omitted, it will be at once seen that the writer’s way of representing musioal intervals is radically wrong

(see the last footnote).
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* „**«* 3 ft** 1 “1 - case it is evident ikat he has-iW- ll™’

probably because he had not before him the context. The passage runs as follows .

qt3^fftara*T%%tiT *rw^*r I w]
m ^ «f«fr grSrm ffirmm If

fsspr: s§s??wpi ^llrffrrK' »

g fqwi: i! (SamgUa-darpana I. 49-50)

It simply means that in the case of the ‘body-vfna *
the pitch rises as yon go higher and

higher (thus it is low in the chest, middle in the throat, and high in the head),53 whereas it is just

the reverse in the case of a wooden vind, that is to say the pitch rises as you go lower and lower on

the instrument. The reader will at once see that this has no connection whatsoever with the

supposed sliding of the srutis.

Again, when the author proceeds to defend ‘Capt. Willard, Sir W. Jones, and other eminent

writers' fey saying that they ' adopted the modern disposition of the Srulis’, he is not adhering to

facts; for a reference to the writings of Sir W. Jones will show that he was writing on the

authority of Sanskrit treatises, none of which speak of the so-called * modern disposition of the

idrut is.’

Lastly, it is curious to note that even when the Raja has made the discovery of the correct

arrangement of the srutis in the classical scale and published it in his Musical Scales of the

Hindus, he gives in the Supplement to the same work a drawing, said to be executed for him by a

European friend, which, though labelled 'The Primitive Sanskrit Sharja-grdma,’ is nothing more

or less than Sir W. Jones’ original misinterpretation of that scale. 36

In all this confusion of assumptions and assertions without authority or evidence, it is a

relief to find one writer take a correct view of the nature of the srutis. Mr. K. H. M. Bosanquet3
*

reveals a wonderful clearness of vision when he writes : ‘ Are the srutis all equal in value ? The

native writers say nothing about this, but the European ones for the most part suggest that they

are not. For instance, an English reviewer recently wrote, “ A gruti is a quarter tone or a third

of a tone according to its position in the scale.” This appears to be a misapprehension arising from

the m )dern idea that each interval of a tone in the scale is necessarily tlie same. But the

language in which the different forms of the scale is [1 arej[ described distinctly indicates that

a noto rises or falls when it gains or loses a Srnti ; consequently we may infer that the Srutis are

intended to be equal in a general sort of way, probably without any very great precision.>3S But

so great was the influence of the writings of Sir W. Jones (probably because ho was a Sanskrit

scholar) and Ilija S. M. Tagore (probably because he was a Hindu writer) that one need not be

surprised at the following criticism on his paper by Oapt. Day, who happens to be neither :—

•

‘ This calculation of Mr. Bosanquet’s was male on the assumption that all the srutis were equal.

That such could not have been in reality the case, or that the employment of tl»e system of twenty-

two never entered practically into Indian music, would seem to be from all evidence almost

certain.

» Of conns, this i* tho Hindu belief, according to which low-pitched notes prooeed from the chest, those of

middle pitch from the throat, and thoso of high pitoh from tho head.

3* 0» i h* Musical Modes of the Hindus (1W*j Vol IV, p. 189 ; reprinted in Hindu Musi*from Various Authors,

Ssdedn. p. 111.)

r On the Hindu Division of the Octitve, etc. Jan. 1877 (Proceedings of (he Hoyd Society of London), quoted in

Tagore"* Hindu Music from r«riout Jtt(iicr»2nd, edition.

n The perfeot truth of this inference will be evident in the eeqoel, where it will be established os the

authority of Sanskrit treatises.
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‘
-^*'8 W1“ ^e more evident by a reference to the following comparative diagram of the

primitive Sanskrit shadja-gratna and the European diatonic scale, as drawn for the Rajah Sir S. M.
Tagore, and published in his work upon the “Musical Scales of the Hindus" from data supplied

by the ancient treatises, the measurements being those of a string 90 inches long*5 .’

‘ The only difference, it will be seen, is in the fact that the sixth is in the European diatonic

scale flatter than in the ancient one
; so that the ancient Sanskrit sixth had apparently the same

ratio, theoretically, as the Pythagorean sixth of the Greeks.’

Of course, Capt. Day is under a delusion when he says that the Raja’s diagram was drawn

‘from data supplied by the ancient treatises.’ It is, as I have said above, nothing more' or less

than Sir W. Jones’ original misinterpretation of the shadja-grdma 10

Capt. Day was not the only person who was thus misled. Others were similarly led into

error, the most notable of whom was Mr. A. J. Ellis, who writes as follows11 [Scales]

‘ Nos. 73 and 74 are an attempt to represent the Indian Chromatic Scale from indications in

Rajah Sourindro Mohan Tagore’s Musical Scales of the Hindus, Calcutta, 1884, and the \Annu-

aire du Conservatoire dc Bruxelles, 1878, pp. 161-169, the latter having been drawn up by

Mons. V. Mahillon from information furnished by the Rajah. As regards the 7 fixed notes

(pralcritii) of the C scale
(
sharja grdma), C, D, E, F, G, A (a comma sharper than our 4, ),

la B,

there seems to bo no doubt of the theoretical values. As to the 12 changing notes (vikrita), the

values given can bo considered only ns approximative. The division of the intervals of a major

Tone of 204 cents into 4 degrees
(srutis) ;

of a minor tone of 182 cents into 3 degrees
;
and of

a Semitone of 112 cents into 2 degrees, as indicated by the superscribed numbers, is also certain.1*

But whether the 4 parts of a whole Tone were equal and each 51 cents, and the three parts of a

minor Tone were also equal and each equal to 60| cents, and the two parts of a Semitone were

also equal and each therefore 56 cents, is quite uncertain.’ Mr. A. J. Hipkins, who worked with

Mr. A. J. Ellis in examining an Indian vine!, and the sruti-vind imagined by Raja S. M. Tagore,

shows a clearer insight into the matter, when, in a communication to Capt. Day,11 he remarks that

'

the Indian scale intervals ought to be understood as they are explained by native writers—namely,

as a tone, a f-tone and a ^-tone, composed of 4, 3 and 2 srutis respectively.15 Besides Mr. Bosanquet

he seems to be the only person who grasped the truth amidst groundless erroneous assertions.

Unfortunately as regards the disposition of the srutis in the scale he is unaware of the mistake

made by previous writers, to which L have so often referred, and accepts it, together with its

unfailing accompaniment of a dha, sharper by a comma than the A of the European scale of just

intonation.

39 I have omitted the diagram. ; i ..

.

49 In justice to tie Raja himself it mu3t be admitted that he does not claim that the diagram was drawn
‘from data supplied'by the anoient treatises’, and in equal justioe to Capt. Day it must be remarked that the

,

Raja uufortunately writes in a manner, which suggests that he has got the ancient Sanskrit treatises at his

baok in what he has to say. Thus in the present instance the adjectives ‘ Primitive Sanskrit’ applied to the soale

probably misled Capt. Day.
41 In his translation of Helmholtz’s work, 3rd edition, p. 521.

12 The roador will at once recognise in this the same ghost, which was originally raised by Sir \V. Jones and

subsequently owned and exhibited by Raja S. M. Tagore, only clothed in language of apparently greater precision.

For, Sir W. Jones thought the interval between pa and dha to be a major tone, whereas that betwoen 0 and A
(to wiiioh they were supposed to correspond) is a minor tone, the differenoe between the two being a comma.

43 This again is simply a re-iteration of Sir W. Jones’ error whioh has been exposed above.

44 The Music of Southern India, p. 21.

45 Subjoot to a correction (whioh will be explained below) based on the authority of Sanskrit writer?

themselvos.
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pj Tue”mZ!riQ!eteMe that the Hrodos had the Mteranfc get®, because tbej reek-

oned twenty-two srutis in the octave.

(2) The original error o! Sir W. Jones in placing the various srutis (ia the shadja-grarrta)

aftec the note9 ,
instead of before them, as required by all Sanskrit treatises on music.

(3) Sir W. Jones'gronndless identification of this erroneous scale with the European Diatonic

Scale of just intonation, with the exception of dha which was supposed to be a sruti sharper. Sir

W . Jones farther thought, on mistaken grounds, that probably even this difference in the two

scales did not exist in practice.

(4) As a result of these errors the two statements made by the writer (1) that a sruti was

sometimes a quarter tone and sometimes a third of a tone, and (2) that the srutis were equal in

practice, without perceiving the contradiction involved therein.

(5) Acceptance of all these erroneous statements by subsequent writers without examination.

Only the suggestion that probably the sixth notes even were in practice identical in the two scales

was neglected, and the supposed augmentation of dha in the shadja-grama was so often re-iterat

ed that it came to be believed in as though based on Sanskrit texts. Similarly ,
the equality of

the srutis in practice, vouched for by Sir W. Jones, was lost sight of and only his other state

meat, viz., that at times a sruti was a quarter tone and at others a third of a tone continued to

repeated.

(6) Mr. Paterson’s and Raja S. M. Tagore’s mistaken notion that intervals in srutis between

two notes were proportional to the difference in the sounding lengths of the string producing t le

notes .
. ; f

.. . ;
,

(7) Recognition by Mr. Bosanquet and Mr. A. J. Hipkins that the srutis were intended to be

equal iu a general sort of way.

Lastly, in this connection I may mention that quite recently a Hindu writer has been serious-

ly maintaining that a sruti is not a unit of measurement at all

!

Amidst all this confusion let ns see what Sanskrit treatises on music, beginning with the

oldest, viz,, the lihdraiiya-ndlya-stlstra, say iu the matter.

At the very outset it may be remarked that, as noticed by Mr. Bosanquet, even with the infor-

mation available in his time the srutis must be regarded as ‘equal in a general sort of way, probably

without any very great precision.’ As shown above, it iB as absurd to speak of a sruti being

sometimes a quarterdone and at others a third of a tone as to say that an inch is sometimes

a twelfth of a foot and sometimes a sixteenth. It is possible that quantities to be estimated may

be such that they cannot be very accurately measured with the standard unit chosen, but the

intention is clear that the standard unit is to be looked upon as invariable. Even Sir W. Jones,

with whom originated the notion of the variability of a sruti, admitted that the srutis were

considered ' as equal in praotice.’ It seems strange, therefore, that the writers? who followed him

should have accepted just tho wrong notion and ignored the other one, But if anybody be still in

doubt about tho sruti being a unit of measurement and consequently possessed of a fixed value, it

ought to be rumored by tho explicit statement to that effect in the Bh. After giving the eonsti-

tution of tho shadja-grdma as follows

-

get ri pu tna jpx dha ni sa

3 ; 2i 4« 4s 3« 2* 4*

it adds “ But in tho maihyamagrdma the jpaiicAama should be diminished by a sruti. The magni-

tude of a sruti is the interval due to the sharpening or flattening [produced] by the augmentation

y
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or diminution of. the panchama by a *•«/».”« Matauga, a much later author, also says the
same What indeed is the magnitude of a iruti? I tell you. The panchama, now, as belonging
to both gramas is known to all. The interval due to the sharpening or flattening by its augmenta-

tion or diminution is the magnitude of a iruti

”

l? Bharata, moreover, proceeds to an exposition of

the srutis by means of an illustration, in which he asks the reader to get two exactly similar

finds, tuned to the shadja-gruma
,
and having the same succession of seven notes ( wgpfT ), then

" Making one o! the two finds madhyamagrdmiki (j.c.,convertingits tuning to that of the madhyama-

grdma) lower the panchama by a sruti.i!l Under the influence of the (lowered) panchama (i. e., keep-

ing it unchanged) make the very same (find) ihadjagrdmikt (toned to the shadja-gruma).49 Thus

is one iruti diminished. Once more do the lowering just in the same way ;
so will the gdndhdra

and the ntshdda enter (i.e., come to be in unison with) the rishahha and the dhaivata (respectively)

in the other (vind), owing to their being two srutis higher (than these). By lowering again just

in the same way, the dhaivata and the rtshahha enter (*.e., come to be in unison with) the panchama

and the shadja (respectively), owing to their being three srutis higher (than these). It ( the vind)

being again lowered in the same way, the panchama, tile madhyama and the shadja will enter (i. e,,

come to be in unison with) the madhyama, the gdndhdra and the ntshdda (respectively) in the other

(vind), owing to their being four srutis higher (ihan these). Thus by this illustration (or proof) should

be understood the twenty-two srutis in the two grdrnas."^ From all this it ought to be perfectly

40
5 ’pwffff! q*3*r: sm?: i *nW<fr*ws?r5T fusmr°ir

3gf% : 1 A, If is ‘flattening’ and STrSfffWW is ‘sharpening,’ the arrangement of these words in this

quotation as well as in the next (see footnote below) ought to be reversed. The former word occurs again in

the Sh, (p. 30G, 1. 14), and in a quotation from JIatanga’s work in Simhabhupftla’s comm, on the S. II. (Calcutta

edn. p. 68), where it clearly means ’flattening,’ and the modern usage ia also the tame. But in .the Sh. p. 320,

iloha 39, we have n|?f 5J [ ° ] I The same Jieita with a slight var-

iation oooura in the N&radt-sikshd, and the corrections in the rectangular brackets are according to that

authority. The verse, as ooourring in the Bh., is out ofplaoe and is not found iu A. and G.; but according to it,

BT3/1*1 and 3yr?(f(?q
-

n' would mean ‘sharpening’ and ‘flattening’ respectively, i. e , just the opposite of what

is given above as the meaning. Bnt I have nowhere else found the term used to signify ‘sharpening,*

47
sRP'rgvfr BurlrT t ^3 f% *mr»3; 1 scalar 1 us’ernirTref SRiqwr iTvarr^-

^r<ram»*ir *nwTre^«rrsr rT?jr*Tr°i^rdr?rW 1 csimhabwipaia’s comm, on the b. if., p. 43,

Calontta).
:

45 This could be easily done by making the panchama consonant with the rishabha (i. e., a just fourth),

whioh it ia not in the thadja-grdina (see below for consonances),

45 Of course, by lowering the pitch of the other strings. ^

w To start with, both vtyds. A and B were tuned to the shadja-grdma. - The tuning of ono of them B
was changed to that of the madhyamagrdma by simply lowering its panchama by the necessary amount (vis.,

to make it the exact fourth of the rdshabha). This amount of flattening is to be called a iruti. Keep this

pitch of the panchama constant and oonvert the tuning of B to. that of the shaij'agrdma, whioh of course, will

liavo to be done by lovering the other notes by the neoessary quantities. It is evidont that the whole vtifd B
is now tuned a fruii lower than A. Repeat the operations once more, i. e., convert tho tuning of B to that

of the madhyamagrdma by lowering the panchama, and then keeping this panchama constant onoe more oonvert

the tuning back into that of the shadja-grdma. It will be again necessary to lower the other notes by proper

amounts, and tho whole vind B will now be tuned (wo initis lower than A. But at this stago it will be dis-

covered that the notes prodnoed by the gdndhdra and nithdda strings of B will be in unison respectively with those

produced by the rishabha and dhaivata strings of A. Thus it is proved that tho gdndhdra and tbe nUhiia
possess each of them two iruti/. Similar reasoning will prove that the rishabha and dhaivata possess each
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clear that a huti is a measure of musical interval, and all srutis were intended to be equal. Tbe

illustration by means of two vims, one with fixed notes and tbe other with Yanable ones, given

in the S. R., though defective from another point of view, also proves tbe same thing. 51

In the Bh. the twenty-two srutis have no distinctive names. In later works we find them

named, the most commonly accepted names being those given in the S. R. The SamgUa-samaya-

stira, quoted by Simhabhupala, gives a name to each of the sixty-six srutis comprised in the three

octaves.53 Similarly there is no mention in the Bh. of the so-called five kinds (jtiti) of srutis,

vis., diptd, (lyatd, Icarund, mridu, and madhyd, found in later writers. What was intended by

this classification of srutis I am utiablo to say. The S. R gives no explanation, but the

Ndra ii-Hkshd contains some verses in this connection, which I give below without pretending to

understand them to any great extent. The notes are those used in Banian chants and mentioned

above.

=wqpTT w *r II % 11

slmuvt fttfr* Jrvjvv **r 1

srRrwft HrfR •sr ajt 5 ^rr =wf^i I* v> II

curator «j3*rMrram: I

tirornfa h vm H \\ '1

STTSfcTT^ »rtvfNr 33?* g faq4£ i

3 Hwftyn tnrreqq II Vt 11

fssffa mar *nr 3 TVrff *rqs^i

#rp*tr [ tfur ] 3 w ( ? ) [°w ? II U II

aiqq ftvar vti 3 *r ? ] 1

vnn H%?qr ^qrqft II Vt II

qntrvf arqfoqwRrrq i

llVtll

‘Hdradt-silcshd I. i.

Lastly, in the Bh. we find no mention of the following characteristics, attached by later

writers to the various notes :

—

(1) Division into (a) uddlta
(nishdda and gdndhdrd), (&) anuddlta (rishabha and dhaivata),

and (c) svarita (shadja, madhyama and panchama). This classification occurs in Ydjnavalkya-

iikshd and in metrically defective verses in tbe Panimya-siJcshd
,
neither of which are probably very

old. It is easy to see that this classification has no merit. There happened to be three kinds of

dotes, viz., with two, three and four srutis respectively, and there existed the three varieties of

accents, and these were joined together.

ef them throe irufil, and the panchama, maihyama and the thadja four eaob. Thus there are altogether 2x2+2x3

+3*4022 <ru<i« in a jrdma. vsrrurqfSTsqitfqrsqrq 1 1 vmr fc qrq

«rt^ I ntfrtersnsqT [ ] qwmrPteflf ?f«rr [ °avqq3 ] ’wRtq 1

qfaq tpgq!RiTT3. q|pT!fWr 3j*fr3 i qq vfovr&zr qqf?r i ijqtfq a?>qrqq»^rf *wr nrwire-

Hqrqq^ri*a^qr?qq$qqf qt*?rar frsjvqfaqivqrs 1 qswrijT,

jrftqrn: [M^RTf^qrfqni 1 qg^Hvtctagraf wprt q^qqwm^r ftrvwi H^H*nv>mfrqrqq??r:

qS**q5% qw^ q^m ii |
The

coneytions In brackets are mine. In other plaoes where the quotation differs from the printed edition I have the

authority of on# or mote Mss. The Erst correction is justified by tbo reading of Q. eroftvqrfv

The third correction is self-evident.

"* M S.E.pp. 3348, Jle*M 11*23. ** 8. B., Calcntta, p. 43.
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(2) Glassification according to supposed descent from various families, viz.,
(
fl) from the

(levas (shadja, gdndhura and madhyama), (b) from the pitris
(
panchamd), (c) from the rishis (riska-

bha and dhaivata), (d) from the asuras (nishdda).

(3) Castes—(a) Brdhmanas {shadja, madhyama and panchamd), {b) Tcskatriyas (rishabha

and dhaivata
), (c) vaisyas {nishdda and gdndhdra), (d) iddras (antara and hdkalf). Here

again it is easy to see that the position of a note in the caste system depends upon its

richness in srutis. Antara and ktlkali (explained in another part of this essay) being only

intercalary notes are classed lowest.

(4) Colours.—The colours of the seven notes, as mentioned by Raja S. M. Tagore53 ‘according

to Sanskrit Authorities/ differ from those given in the S. R. which are respectively as follows:—
(1) lotus red, (2) pinjara (pale yellow—Simhabhupala), (3) golden, (4) kunJa white, (5) black, (6)
yellow, (7) variegated. Certain authors look upon these as examples of * photisms.’ 51 If so the

Hindus must be regarded as having not only their sense of vision thus affected by various

musical notes, but also their senses of family descent, of caste, of birth-place, of god-fathers (rishis),

oE presiding deities, and of metre! For, they attach all these characters to the musical notes.

(5) Birth-places. The seven dvipas correspond to an equal number of notes, and hence this

idea,

(6) Biskis or god-fathers.

(7) Presiding deities.

(8) Representative Varieties of Metre.

For all these the reader should consult the S. li,

{To be continued.)

KUMARAPALA AND ARNORAJA.
BY HAR BILAS SARDA, B.A., F.R.S.L., M.RA.S.; AJMER.

The Gujarat Chroniclers mention only one war between Kumarapala, the successor of

Siddharaja-Jayasimha, king of Anhilwara and Arnoraja, king of Sapadalaksha, as the kingdom
of Ajmer was then called. Recent research, however, shows that two distinct wars, separated

from one another by several years, took place between the two combatants and that the incidents

of the war mentioned by the Gujarat writers belong some to the first and some to the second war.

The Prabandha-chintdmani of Merutunga and the Dvyasraya-mahdkdvya of Hemachandra
place the war thoy describe at the beginning of Kumarapala’s reign. The Prabandha-chintdmani

says that prince Bahada, son of Udayana, who had been adopted by Siddharaja-Jayasimha as his

son, despising Kumarapala, made himself a soldier of the king of the Sapadalaksha country. He,

desiring to make war on Kumarapala, having won over to his side all the officers in those parts

with bribes, attentions and gifts, bringing with him the king of the Sapadalaksha country, sur-

rounded with a large army, arrived on the borders oE Gujarat.1
' ‘ *

The Dvy&sarya of Hemachandra says that the Raja of Sapadalaksha, whose name was Anna*

when he heard of the death of Jayasimha, though he had been a servant of that monarch, how

thought the time was come for making himself known Anna began to make

friends with Ballala the king of Ujjain and th8 Rajas of the country on the west of Gujarat,

holding out threats to them as well as promises. Kumarapala’s spies made known to him that

Anna Raja was advancing upon the western frontier of Gujarat with an army.2

43 The Musical Scales of the Hindus, p. 100; Universal History o} Music, addenda p. vi.

44 J, Combarieu

—

Music, Its Laws and Evolution,
1 Prabandha-Chint&mani by Tawny, p. 121.
8 Forbes’ Hdsmdld, (p. 142), which gives DvyiJtraya’s account of the war.
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OP ANCIENT HINDU MUSIC.

by RAO SAHIB PRABHAKAR R. BHANDARKAR, B.A., L.M..&S.;. INDORE.

{Continuedfrom p. 19S.)

The * grAmas. ’

In the Bh. only two grdmas are mentioned, m., the shadja and the madhyama
.

,

55 The

g(Indhdragrdma came into existence and fell into disuse before Sfirngadeva, who says that it is

described by Narada (a writer on music) and that it prevails in heaven and not on this

earth. 66 This grama is mentioned in the Parichatantra in the well-known verse

rflHT 1
This work was translated into Pahlavi in the reign of the Persian king

Chosra Nashirvan (A. D. 531-579). If the verse belonged to the original work and was not

introduced at the time of a later recasting, the gdnlhdragrdma must be considered as having

received recognition before the sixth century A. D. It may also be pointed out that the above

verse quoted from the Parichatantra occurs in the Ndradi-Sikshd I. ii. 4, which, though it be not

the original work'of Narada mentioned by Sarngadeva, is evidently based upon it.

Though the Bh. does not define a grdma, it plainly indicates that the seven notes in

particular relations constitute a grdma. The octave being divided into 22 equal intervals, called

srutis, the relations of the different notes in the two- grdmas is as follows

:

Shadjagrdma — sa ri ga ma pa dha ni M
Si Is 45 45 3s 2s 45

Madhyamagrdma — sa ri 9* met pa dha ni M
3s 2s 45 35 4s 2s 45

i

Or more accurately, ma pa dha ni sa ri ga [ma]

3s 4s 2s 4s 3s 2s 45

Por, as the typo of the shadjagrdma begins with Sa, so the type of the madhyamagrdma begins-

with ma. This is evident both from the order in which the different notes in the two grdmas are-

mentioned, 57 and also from the ‘ first ’ m&rchhand in. each. The SaiiigUa-parijuta also says that ma

is the note produced by the open string in the madhyamagrdma, 63 though the evidence of this work

in matters not personally known to the author is usually of but little value and ought not to be-

aocepted in the absence of corroboration from other sources.

The following are the values of the notes in cents in the two grdmas:

Shadjagrdma — so ri ga ma pa dha ni sa

Cents 0 1G4 273 491 709 873 982 1209

Madhyamagrdma— ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma

Cents 0 1C4 382 491 709 873 982 1200

Before wo proceed to discuss these scales further, it is absolutely necessary to know which of these-

note3 was taken as the keynote. All modern writers on ancient Hindu music have committed the

error of supposing the shadja to have been the keynote of the scale, being misled by the present day

•5 Bh. p. 422, ttoka 110, is likely to make the reader think that in this one place at least the g&ndh&ragr&ma

is referred to ; but the word g&ndhdre in that verse is a misreading, as is shown by a comparison with other

mannsoripts. G. reads ^TP?fPT GfilSIlIf:, wbioh is evidently a mistake for ^TUn'CTf
5^

5 A. reads

«* 8. R. p. 45, iloka 5.
' V

*’ Bh. p. 301, Hokas 23-29. It may be noted, however, that these slokas ooonr only in the Ms. G>, and not its

A., -whioh, as a rule, is more reliable, nor in the Deooan College Mss.
s’ S. P. p. 9, lieialOl.
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usage. But it is easy to see that no note but the madhyama oould have beon tho keynote in the days
of the Dh. For, if we examine the hexatonio and pentatonic jdtis or modes, we shall find that they
are produced by the omission of one or two note3 respectively from the complete scalo

;
and all notes

are in turn thus omitted except the madhyama. “ The omission of all notes [in turn] is allowed in

the jdtis (modes), bat the madhyama should novor be omitted. For, in the ordinance of music and
also in thesdmans the madhyama is said to be the chief of all notes and non-omissible.”69 But it is

just possible that this may on\y be a repetition of an old rule which had really fallen into dosuetudo

for we meet with such instances in Sanskrit works on music, as will be seen hereafter. Wo may also

consider it possible that though the madhyama might have been tho keynote in the madhyama

•

grdma, the shadja might have been tho keynote of the shadjagrdma. But on a careful examina-

tion of the jdtis we find that even in the shadjagrdma the shadja is at times omitted to obtain tho

Hexatonic and pentatonic varieties. It is thus certain that the madhyama, which is in no case

omitted, must have been the keynote of both grdmas, exactly as at the present time the shadja,

which is omitted from none of the rdgas, is the keynote of the scale in use. This faot of primary

importance being once grasped, we can proceed to discuss the two grdmas in succession.

For the sake of comparison with modern scales, which are made to begin with the keynote, lot

the shadjagrdma be re-arranged with its keynote, the madhyama, as the lowest, and we have tho

shadjagrdma commencing with its keynote.

Table I.

ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma
Cents 0 218 382 491 709- 873 982 1200

It becomes immediately ovident that this scale is practically the same as

Ratios

c d / g

0 — L — —
8 4 3 2

_5

3

bL c
'

Lc 2
9

Cents 0 204 386 498 702 884 996 1200

which is the European major mode with the exception of tho leading note bv instead of which we

have 5/.eo The differences between the corresponding notes are 14, 4, 7, 7, II, and 14 conts, the

greatest being 14 cents or two-thirds of a comma, affecting the second noto, which is sharper by

this amount in the classical Hindu scale. But the fifth is sharp only by 7 cents or one-third of a

comma, the fourth is flat by tho same amount, and the major third is flat by 4 cents or one-fifth

of a comma nearly. Criticising this scalo Mr. Bosanquet says61 :—‘The system of 22 possesses,

then, remarkable properties ; it has both fifths and thirds considerably better than any other

cyclical system having so low a number of notes. The only objection, as far as the concords go,

to its practical employment for our own purposes, lies in the fifths
;
these lie just beyond tho limit

of what is tolerable in the case of instruments with continuous tones. (The mean tone system is

regarded as the extreme limit
;
this has fifths J of a comma flat). For the purposes of the Hindus

where no stress is laid on the harmony, the syateih is already so perfect that Improvement could

hardly be expected, ’ He then proceeds to point out the deviations of other intervals, somo of

which, as noticed above, are large. But it is incorrect to look upon the 22-srutit system as

exactly representing the Hindu scalo. The European scalo is described as consisting of twelve

Bh. p. 310, ifolw 72-73. ufcwTT ffUregftfcrTUTU I >TUPTUT ffftTCg 3TTmll^li

surd srffrui i > urcurffin *rwr>r.- |) n xbe u.t tair

ia the reading of the Doocan College Ms.

“ For the notation UBed Vide Helmholtz't Sensations of Tone, Engl. Tranel,, 2nd edn,

11 On the Hindu division of the Octave (Pros, of the E. 8. of London), reprinted in EAjl 8. M. Tagore'*

Hindu Husicfrom Various Authors, 2nd edition.
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semitones to the octave, with the intervals of 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1 semitones between its successive

notes. A scale constructed according to these data would becdefgabc'
Cents 0 200 400 500 700 900 1100 1200

Here the fourths and fifths are more accurate than those in the 22-iriitis scale, but all other inter-

vals show the same or greater deviations than are found in that scale.63 But on that account we

do not say that in the European scale the major thirds are wrong by f-comma, etc. The only

legitimate remark that can be made would be that the expression of the European scale in terms

of twelve semitones as given above, is not an accurate one. Similarly, it is quite as probable that

the expression of the Hindu scale in terms of 22-srutis is only an approximation.63 The question

then arises—“ Do we possess any indications which will enable us to make an accurate determina-

tion oE the Hindu scale, of which the cycle of 22 srutis might simply be an approximate

expression?” To which the reply is, “ Yes, for some notes at least.
”

In the Bh. we are told what notes are consonant or samvddins. ‘ Two notes with an interval

of nine or thirteen srutis between them are consonant with each other. Thus, in the shadja-

ffrdma, (1) skadja and pahchama, (2) rishabha and dhxivata, (3) gdndhdra and nishdda, (4)

shadja and madhyatna. So also in the madhyamagrdma with the -exception of shadja and

pahchama. Here [in the madhyamagrdma] there is consonance of pahchama and rishabha.'6i

This at once enables us to write the exact values of all the notes except two, since it is evident

that the interval of nine srutis represents tire just Fourth, and that of thirteen the just Fifth

Thus we have

4s 3s 2s is 3s 2s 4s

fNotes

A -i Ratios

1Cents

ma pa dha ni sa

9 4 3

8 3 2

0 204 498 702

ri ga

16

9

996

ma

2

1200

Only two notes remain, viz., dha and ri. They are mutually consonant, but neither of them being

aonsonant with a note of known value their own values cannot be determined by this method. But

before considering any suggestions as to their probable values, it is necessary to note the diSerence

between the exact values thus obtained of the various intervals, and those calculated from the

cycle of 22, which was brought into existence in order to express them.

Intervals. Exact value in oents.

Major tone of 4 srutis ... 204

Minor Third of 5 srutis... 294

Just Fourth of 9 srutis ... 498

Just Fifth of 13 irutis ... 702

Defective expression of the value
by the cycle of 22.

218

273

491

709

«i This is the well-known equal temperament soale of Europe, and though in extensive use, is not the ideal

just scale.

•> Indeed, this ought to be evident a priori. Thus, for instance, a note and its fifth or a note and

Its octavo are the notualities presented to us first, and afterwards comes the idea of measuring and comparing

them. Now, it is easy to see that wo may be in possession of two definite magnitudes, but for various reasons

may not be able to express ono exaolly in terms of the other. The intervals of an octave and a fifth are examples

in point. Hence the various cycles proposed, such as those of 12 and 22. It would be putting the oart before

the horse to treat the Bemitoue or the iruti as the primary notion and to seek to establish the fifth of a note by
going up 7 semitones or 18 fruit's. • -

** Bh. p. 803. The S. R. means the same thing when it says * that those notes, in the interval between whioh
there are twelve or eight irutii, are consonant with eaoh other.’ But this mode of expression is objectionable

for the samo reason that it is objectionable to say that between the 1st and 14th of January intervene twelve
days, and between the 1st and the 10th eight.
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ie interval of 8 srutis is of no value for our present purpose, being simply composed of two
intervals of 4 srutis. Similarly other available intervals being only defects of these intervals from
the octave of 22 srutis, need no separate consideration. From the above table it will bo seen that
the system of 22 srutis is capable of introducing an error of as many as 21 cents or nearly a
comma in an attempt to express by means of it an interval, tho value of which is known beyond all

doubt by the method of consonances. We can now proceed to discuss como values for tho undeter-
mined notes, which offer themselves for consideration, remembering that a deviation to tho extout

of about a comma need not by itself stamp them as improbable:

—

(1)

The first value we shall consider will bo that suggested by Mr. Ilipkins, who holds that

the Zsrutis iuterval must be taken as a |-tonc. Wo have seen that on the 22-srutis scale tho

calculated value of the 4-srutis interval is 218 cents but that the real value was 204 cents. A
| tone, therefore, must be equal to 153 cents, an interval known to bo used in tho East. But tho

substitution of this value leaves 141 cents as the value of the 2-int/is interval between dhn
and ni, or between ri and ga, and it is impossible to believo that the two intervals of 153 and 141

cents, differing from each other only by 12 cents, should have been expressed by 3 and 2 irutit

respectively. We cannot, therefore, look upon the 3-srutis interval as a |-tonc. Tiie same fact

may be put in another light. The two intervals of 153 and 141 cents are so nearly equal that

each of them may be looked upon as equal to S-srutis, and it will be found that the whole scale can

then be more accurately expressed by means of the cycle of 24 than by means of one of 22, thus

:

Notes ma pa dha ni sa ri Qa ma
The scale to be expressed ... 0 204 357 498 702 855 996 1200 cents

Values expressed by means]
of cycle oE 22 srutis ... \

>

> 0
4s

218
3s

382

2's

491
4s

709
3's

873
2j 4s

982 1200 cents

Values expressed by means ]

of cycle of 24 srutis .. j

1

\ 0

4s

200
3s

350
3s

500
4s

700
3i

850
3.r 4s

1000 1200 cents

A glance at this table shows the greater accuracy of expression obtainable by means of 24-sru(is

scale, if the 3-srutis interval were intended to be a |-tone as Mr. Hipkins supposes. But since

the Hindus fixed upon 22-srutis only, it is evident that they did not intend the 3-irutis interval

to be a |-tone.

(2) Secondly, we shall consider the value of the 3-srutis interval calculated on the basis of

22-srutis to the octave, which is 164 cents. In the first place let it be noted that if this value has

a claim on our consideration, that claim is shared to an equal extent by tho value assignable to dha

by a calculation on the same basis, viz., that of 7-srutis= 382 cents, and this wc nhal 1 proceed to do

in the next paragraph. In the meanwhile if wo take 1C4 cents as the value of the 3-truth

interval, the value of the neighbouring 2-srutis interval becomes 130 cents, and tho same objection

presents itself a3 before, r»'z.,tho improbability of taking tho two intervals of 1C4 cents and 180

cents for a 3-srutis and a 2- srutis interval respectively.

(3) Lastly, let us consider the value of dha obtained by calculating on the same basis as fn

tho last paragraph, which is 382 cents. This gives very remarkable results, Tho 3-irutis and 2-

irulis intervals have n ow tho values of 178 cents and 116 cents respectively, which are almost

exactly in the ratio of 8 : 2. An additional argument for accepting this value is tho consideration

that the Hindus in choosing the cycle of 22 were more likely to have aimed at securing a greater

accuracy in the expression of the relations of the fourth, the fifth and the thirds than that of

.smaller intervals like the seconds. It will be noticed that this value of the major Third, vis., 382

cents, differs only by 4 cents from the value of the just m ajor Third which is 880 cents, and there

is nothing against the supposition that probably this was the aotual value of that interval; the
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small difference being due to the unavoidable defect of the system of 22-srutis, selected for expres-

sing the relations of the notes in the scale. This defect is shared by all systems, and it can be

diminished only by admitting a greater number of degrees.

Finally an express statement in the S. P.65 gives a death-blow to the f-tone notion, and in.

directly supports the value which we must assign to the 3-Srutis interval as a consequence of the

valne we have found for the 7-srutis interval. With 386 cents for the latter, we have 182 cents

(a minor tone) for the former, whereas the f-tone is only about 150 cents. From the data given

in the S. P. for the division of a string the ratio of the 3-srutis interval between sa and ri i3 f or

204 cents (a major tone), and of that between pa and dha is f or 231 cents. Even allowing for

the errors inevitable in determinations of the values of notes by the division of a string in a

fretted instrument like the Hindu bin, it is evident that a minor tone may be confounded with a

major tone, but it is not easy to believe that a f-tone can thus be confounded. On the other hand

it would be quite legitimate to bring forward the objection that originally the 3-Srutis interval

might hare had a different value from that which it came to have in the days of the S. P.; but

there is no evidence to support this hypothesis.

Inserting the value we have found for the 7-srutis interval in the Table A, we have the

complete scale as follows :

Ratios

4s 3s 2s 4s
„

3s 2s 4s

rr.a pa dha ni sa ri ga ma

9 5 i. 1 _5
16

*
~8 *4 3 2 3 y

l_Oents 0 204 386 498 702 884 996 1200

From what has been said above it will be evident that the values of all notes given in this table

are perfectly certain, except those of dha and ri which may be looked upon as almost certain.

It is now necessary to notice the following remarks of Mr. A. J. Hipkins : “ The Indian

scale intervals ought to be understood as they are explained by native writers—namely,

as a tone, a f-tone, and a ^-tone, composed of 4, 3, and 2 srutis respectively. With this

conception of intervals, and it must be borne in mind the |-tone is still approved of in the East, a

division of the octave into 24 equal quarter-tones becomes impossible. For as it was essential to

secure an approximately perfect fourth with 9 Srutis, and a fifth with 13, the division of the octave

by 22 was the only one available. The error in the fourth of 9 equal srutis of a 22 division is no

more than |-comma, in melody scarcely noticeable, but the error in a 21 or in a 23 division could

-

not have been easily tolerated.”66 At the outset, in this connection let me ask the reader to recall

what I have said above, about the system of 22 srutis being called into, requisition to express the

relations of the notes in an already existing scale and the inherent inability of all systems to

express accurately the so-called natural scale unless the octave is subdivided into a very large num-

ber of degrees. But this is not all. Mr. Hipkins is actually in error when he supposes that

Hindu writers explain the intervals of their scale as being * a tone, a f-tone, and a ^-tone.’

Hindu writers have never said this
;
they only say that there are three sorts of intervals, consisting

of 4, 3 and 2 Srutis respectively—in other words in the ratio 4:3:2. This is very different from
what is understood by European writers by ' a tone, a f-tone, and a f-tone,’ Consider the intervals

290, 160, and 100 cents. European writers will call them a tone, a f-tone, and a f-tone respee-

tivoly, which is correct. But now take the well-known intervals 204, 182, and 112 cents, or a major
tone, a minor tone, and a diatonic semitone. These they will forthwith describe as a tone, a tone,

1 1

‘ ‘ ' ~"
1 1

'

«« Capt, Day’s The Music of Southern India, pp. 20-21.
** See below.
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and a semitone respectively, which is only an approximation and not accurate, for, the exaot ratios

are T8214 . . . : 1*625 : 1, and not 2:2: I. The approximation may be justified thus : 1*8214

. , . is nearly 2 ;
and 1*8214 : 1*025 = 1*1225 i 1, i. e,, 1 ; 1 nearly. But there is another way

also of looking at these ratios : 1*8214: 1 = 2: 1 approximately, as before
;
but 1*625 : 1=1*6 : 1 ,

more nearly than 2 : 1 ;
in other words, the three intervals are in the ratio 4:3: 2 opproxl*

mately. It is this approximation which has been used by Sanskrit writers. It will be seen that

the two approximations agree as regards the ratio between a major tone and a semitone
;
and If the

European approximation is more accurate as regards the ratio of a major to a minor tone, the

Hindu approximation has the advantage of greater accuracy in the ratio of a minor tone to a semi*

tone, ihe latter possesses the further advantage of indiciting that there are three kindsof intervals,

whereas the former reduces these to only two. It was probably owing to this European custom

of calling the major tone, the minor tone, and the diatonic Bemitone by the terms a tone, a tone,

and a semitone that Mr. Hipkins overlooked the possibility of the Hindu approximation being

quite as good, if not better, for the purpose of expressing the actual ratios, and was led to misinter-

pret the intervals of the Hindu scale.

Having thus determined the values of the intervals in the Hindu scale, it will be interesting

to consider now the converse problem of what cycles can possibly be employod to express the same.

The conditions of the problem evidently are:

(1) There must be three kinds of intervals.

(2) The octave to consist of three intervals of the greatest magnitude and two of each of

the others.

(3) Integers only to be used in expressing the intervals.

It is easily seen that no cycle of less than 15 degrees can satisfy all these conditions. The

cycle of 53 with the three intervals in the ratio of 9:8:6 can express the scale with remarkable

accuracy. IE we now examine all possible cycles consisting of 15 to 53 degrees, which satisfy these

conditions, only the following ones make an approach to the scale for which we wish to find an ex-

pression

:

Table 0.

Degrees in Ratios of the three Degrees in the Cents in the Degrees in Coats in

the oyole. intervals. Major Third. Major Third. the Fifth. the Fifth.

22 4:3:2 7 382 13 700

29 5:4:8 9 872 17 704

32 6:4:3 10 875 19 712*5

34 6:5:3 11 388 20 706

41 7:6:4 13 880*5 24 702

46 00 15 891 27 704

53 9:8:5 17 385 81 702

Scale under consideration 1*8214 . : 1*625: 1 ... 886 #•# 702

Thus the cycle of 22 is the smallest that can be used for expressing the given scale
; that of

29 gives the fifth more accurately, but the third is much worse
;
that of 32 is decidedly worse

;
the'

rest are all better, that of 53 bemg the best, We thus seo that aauming the value of the scale,

which we have found from other consideration, to bo correct, it could not have been better express-

ed than by means of a cycle of 22, unless the ancient Hindu writers had resorted to 34 degree*

or more. This consideration, therefore, gives farther indirect support to the value wo have as-

signed to the scale. Why cycles of 34 degrees or more were not used so ns to seenro a greater

accuracy will be discussed presently
;
but we must first consider an apparently formidable objection.’

In the section “ On the svaras end irutii ” it has been mentioned that, according to Bbarala,

in order to convert the thadjagrujm into the madhyamagrdma
,
tbe panchama must be lowered
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by a sruti so as to make it consonant with the rishabha. But according to the values

which we have come to assign to the different notes (see Table B), the necessary lowering

amounts to only a comma or 22 cents, which is less than even half of the average value-

of a sruti,
which is 54 T

*
T cents. It is not this discrepancy, however, which is the difficulty

in our way, as it is really of no importance. For, it is easy to see (and the reader may convince

himself of it by actual trial) that it must necessarily occur in all cycles, whenever it is sought

in this manner to find the value - of one 'particular degree, unless indeed the cycle chosen is such

that the difference between the major and the minor tone is represented by one degree, and

that the value of each degree is as nearly as possible 22 cents, consistently with its giving

good values for other intervals. Such a cycle is that of 53 in the Table 0 above. Why this

cycl e was not adopted by the Hindus to express their scale, if the latter was really the same as

that I have arrived at from other considerations, will be discussed further on. It is sufficient for

my present purpose to make the reader understand that the fact of the difference between the •

major and minor tones being only 22 cents (t. e„ very much less than the average value of a sruti) in

no way goes against the value we have come to assign to the Hindu scale. Indeed, we can even

go further and say that whoever might have originated the cycle of 22 to represent the Hindu

scale, Bharata and Matanga were misled into straining it in an unjustifiable way, when they said

that the amount of flattening necessary to make the panchama of the shadjagrdma consonant with

the nshabha was the measure of & sruti. It will be seen that this error is quite natural, since

with the adoption of the cycle of 22 we are forced to represent the major tone by 4 and the minor

tone with 3, and the just Fourth and Fifth with 9 and 13 respectively. Now in the shadjagrdma

the panchama is not consonant with the rishabha and the interval between the two is expressed by

10 or 12 according to the direction in which you measure. In order to make it consonant (as in

the madhyamagrdma), it must be flattened by a certain amount
;
but no sooner this is done the

interval must be expressed by 9 or 13 (according to the direction in which you measure), since

those are the numbers by which we must denote the intervals of consonance in the cycle of 22,

In other words, you are obliged to say that the panchama has been flattened by one unit, however

much the necessary amount of flattening may actually differ from the average value of that unit.

This apparently correct but really erroneous statement then can in no way go against the value

we have come to assign to the Classical Hindu Scale. But the same cannot be said of the experi-

ment described, in the Bh. in connection with the exposition of the srutis (see the section “On the

svaras and srutis ” above). In this experiment, it will be remembered, we have, at starting, two

tdnds in unison tuned to the shadjagrdma. The tuning of one of them is subsequently changed

to the madhyamagrdma by lowering the panchama by the requisite amount, which with our present

valuea for the notes of the scale will only be a comma or 22 cents. The remaining strings are

now lowered so as to have the shadjagrdma tuning once more. Supposing this can be accurately

done, every string of this e»nd ought to give a note lower by a comma than the note of the . corres-

ponding string of the other. Performing this double operation once more, the difference in notes

of corresponding strings ' will be two commas or 44 cents only, and the gdndhdra and nishdda

strings of the, changing ulna cannot possibly give notes in unison with the rishabha and dhaivata,

of the other. But Bharata says that they do
;
and there will be the same discrepancy in the rest of

the experiment. Now if we believe that this experiment was actually performed by some musician

with the stated, result, we are forced to give up the values we have assigned to the notes in

the Hindu scale and to admit those found by actual calculation ou the supposition that the

22-jruiis cycle represented the scale exactly (see Table I), But this necessarily leads to the

conBeqnenco that we must admit that the Hindu year was so peculiar that when it declared two notes

to be consonant they were not so according to onr present notions, but that the just Fourth was
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consistently flatter by 7 cents and the just Fifth as consistently sharper by the same amount. When
wo farther note that the values of the Fourth and the Fifth as given in the 8. P. are exact, wo
must make the additional admission that this peculiarity of the Hindu ear had disappeared by the
time that that work was written. I think this to be beyond belief, and consider that when the Hindu
musicians declared that there was consonance between two notes it was exact consonanco as given in
the S. P. and as understood at present. The necessary result of this view is that we must look upon
the experiment in question as only a paper or imaginary experiment, based on the excusable
error pointed out above, vis., that the amount of flattening necessary to make the panchama
consonant with the rishabha was taken to be really equal to one iruti, whereas it was so only in name,
one being forced to call it a iruti owing to the exigencies of the cycle adopted, vis., that of 22.
In confirmation of the imaginary nature of the experiment I may draw the attention of the reader

to the fact that in the BA. we are asked to take two vinds tuned to the same mdrchhand and
having strings and danda (the wooden bar proceeding from the body) of the samo dimensions.

It is easy to see that a real experimenter ought to perceive that it is not essential to have the

strings and danda of the same dimensions. Further, since there are only seven strings in the

vind, the tuning of which is kept fixed, a real experimenter would have discovered that as be

proceeded with the successive lowerings of the strings of the other vind, there would be no strings

in the fixed vind with which some of the lowered strings could be in unison. As an illustra-

tion, suppose that the two vinds were tuned to the first tnurckhand, viz., sa, ri
,
ga, ma, pa, dha

ni, and the procedure of lowering the second vind by a iruti was repeated four times, then the

ma and pa strings of this vind would be in unison with the ga and ma strings of the fixed vind;

but the sa string of the second vind could not be in unison with the ni string of the first, as

stated in the Bh., the latter being an octave higher. A real experimenter would have certainly

noticed this.

Having thus disposed of the only objection of some real importance, we must now try to find

out why the Hindu musicians did not employ a cycle like that of 53 so as to be able to give an

accurate expression to their scale, if it had the constitution which we have found for it. And
the reason is not far to seek, if we keep in mind how the iruti interval was determined.

Mr. A. J. Hipkins®7 confidently says that ‘There can be no doubt about the origin of the iruti in

the measurement of a stretched string,’ but has omitted to give the grounds for his assertion. At

first sight this assertion does look plausible. For, if we divide a stretched string into two, and

subdivide one of the halves into two again and continue the subdivision in this manner, wo shall

come in due course to the fraction tV ;
and if the string be damped at this distance from the nut the

remaining portion of the string = ought theoretically to give a note which is 65 cents higher

than that of the whole string ;
and 55 cents is almost exactly one iruti ( = 54 T

*
r cents). But

if the experiment be actually performed, it would be found that tbo result is far from accurate.

It is improbable, therefore, that the iruti interval was arrived at by the measurement of a stretched

string. There are other considerations also which go against this notion. In the Bh^ which

mentions the irutis, there ia no reference to the production of higher notes by stopping a string.

The Hindu vind in its oldest form had no finger-board which occurs only in more recent forms,

and the frets were added at a still later period. Even In the S.R., though fretted instruments

were in existence at the time, the 22 irutis are demonstrated not by means of subdivision of a

string, but by means of a srutivind with 22 strings, each having a pitch slightly higher than that

•’ Capt. Day’s The Musi* of Southern India, Introduction, p. xi.
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oJ the preceding one so that the fourth gave the shadja note and the last the nishdda .
63 From

all this it is clear that the sruti interval could not have had its origin in the measurement of a

stretched string. But even supposing that the value of the interval was thus fixed by subdivid-

ing a string into 32 parts, for obtaining the value of 2 srutis vre must take 31 of these parts

and divide this again into 32, and so on for larger intervals,- with the result that every such

successive operation must increase the error, which unavoidably attends the experiment as noticed

above. This makes it more probable that the relative values of the different notes in the scale'

were actually determined by trial by means of the ear with the help of strings rising in pitch

step by step, as conceived, for example, by jcarngadeva. This I think may also account for the

name sruti (something heard) given to the unit of measurement which resulted from such a

process. Now, since equal rises in pitch have to be determined only by the ear, it is easy to

see that the greater the number of degrees in a cycle the smaller is the value of each degree,

and consequently the more difficult it is for the ear to appreciate the equality of each step in the

pitch. We need not wonder then that the Hindus could not resort to a cycle like that of 53

and had to stop at one of 22, which, by the way, as pointed out above, cannot be excelled by another

of less than 34 degrees.

To sum up, the values of notes in the Classical Hindu Scale (the shadjagrdma
)

follows ;

41 3s 2s 4s 3£ 2 s 4«

1

rNotes tha pa dha ni sa ri ga ma

|i
. 9 _5 4 3 5 16

B
1

Ratios 1 "8 4 3 2 3 9
2

1

1 ^Cents 0 204 386 493 702 884 996 1200

As previously remarked, the values, given in this table, of all notes except dha and n are

absolutely certain, and I believe the evidence I have given is sufficiently convincing as regards

the correctness of the values of the latter two also.

Now, we arranged the shadjagrdtna thus, with its keynote at the commencement, to enable

a comparison to be made with the modern European major scale, from which it differs only in

the seventh note being flatter by a chromatic semitone + a comma. The correct way, however, of

representing it, is this, viz., with $a as the lowest note :

The ‘ shadjagrftma.,

31 2s 4s 4j 3s 2s 4s

sa ri gd ma pa dha ni [sa]

3_ ± ± -i ~ JL i. _!
4 6 9

1
8 4 3 2

e* S. It. I. iii. 12 et isq. The experiment is not as accurately described as one would wish. We are

asked to tune the 22 strings each a little higher-pitched than the preceding so that between two successive notes

produced by them there should not exist an intermediate note. These directions are evidently defective, for we

ton have notes of intermediate pitoh. Then again, it would have been better to have 23 strings with

J intervals, so that at the fourth lowering of the strings it would have been possible to show that the sa string

•f the ohangeablo vtnth was in unison with the ni string of the fixed vind. A similar inaoouraoy of expression

oftho author I have noticod above. But the experiment was probably not quito imaginary like that in the

JSh.l referred to above. At any rate we are not asked to have the strings and dancla of the same dimensions

but are only required to eonstruot two similar ttads, the similarity consisting ixi their producing identical

sounds—If wnf ritq, I think SimhabhflpSda’s explanation of this verse is oorreot,

and KallinUha's is not. The latter says WfHURK < the former Hfsft ISTTSRRHT'q TfWf'T^rT

'3RIT TfU VTHf riqn’ iPTf TR”: WflPT Ifi I ^Indeed one might almost think that the author

had before him the expression of the Ah. and wrote 9UF
ae a oorreotion. In passing, it may be noted that this experiment does not go against the values we have come
t® aesign to the Classical Hindu Scale, remembering that the intervals are to be judged by the ear.
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This arrangement at once makes clear why the ga of the Classical Hindu Scale differs from
the ga of the modern Hindu scale. In the former, the first tetrachord is really a descending one,
whereas in the latter it is ascending. It will be noticed presently that in the Bh. wo are told tlrnt
if the note antara ga (which corresponds to modern ga) is to bo used, we can do so only in going
up the scale.

°

It will be noticed that the arrangement of the shadjagrdma ns given abovo is such as to
tempt one to think that it consisted of two disjunct tetrachords

;
and this is indeed tho way in

which it came to be looked upon by later writers. But at the time we are speaking of, the octave
was not recognised and the grdmas consisted only of seven notes.®9 This leads to the conjcctnre
that the original descending tetrachord ma, ga, ri, sa was, in the first instance, extended not
upwards as pa, dha

, ni, sa, but downwards as a conjunct tetrachord sa, ni, dha, p«, the common
note being sa; the three new notes pa, dha, ni were subsequently transferred (as octaves) above
the keynote mi, thus producing the heptachord shadjagrdma. Some further support is given to
this view by the quotation from the Ndradi-Sikshd given above (ante, Vol. XLI, p. 1G2). Indeed
the matter would have been beyond all doubt, if in that quotation the nishdda had been spoken of

as the fifth note and the dhaivata as the sixth,

Original

tetrachord

Cma

J ga

1 ri

l«« 1
ni

dha )• Added tetrachord

pa j

ni'

dha'

pa

'

f ma
I
Shadjagrdma.

) (The accents

I indicate oc-

|
laves.)

The madhyamagrdma seems to have been a later development in ilia evolution of Hindu
masic

;
for, in defining it, the Bh, tells us how the shadjagrdma must be modified in order to

arrive at the former, viz., by flattening the paiichama by one sruti. In tbis grdma the keynote ma
wa3 placed at the commencement (see above). We have, therefore,

The * madhyamagrftma.’

3i is .. 2s is 3$ 2s 4s

ma pa dha ni

12 L 11
9 i 3

sa ri ga [ma]

2 A 12 o
2 3 9

£

The reader will at once notice that this grdma is the same os the Seventh of what are known

as Ecclesiastical Modes, whereas the shadjagrdma is the Eighth and related to it as a plagal to

an authentic one. In India, therefore, it would appear that the plagal mode preceded the

authentic one in order of time (Sdman chants, of which we know but little, being kept out of con*

sideration). The contrary, it is stated, was the case in Europe.

Other Notes in the Bhflratiya-nft(;ya-6ftstra.

Besides the seven notes discussed above, the Bh. recognises four more, under the name

svara-sddhdranam (‘ common note ’), which is explained to be on ' antara-svara ’ (‘ an intercalary

note’). These are (1) kdhali-nishdda, (2) antara-gdndhdra, (3) thadja-sddhdra na, and

(4) madhyama-sddhdrana.

The values of ltdkali-nishdda and antara-gdndhdra can be easily fixed from the datum in

the Bh., viz., that they are two srutis sharper than nishdda and gdndhdra respectively. The

former note makeB the intervals between dha and kdlcalt ni, and between kdkali ni and sa a major

®* It is tor this reason that I have plaoed the 8th note in brackets.
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tone and a diatonic semitone respectively
;
similarly, the latter makes the interval between ri and

antara ga a major tone, and that between antara ga and ma a diatonic semitone. These notes,

however, were used with great restrictions : (1) They were to be used only in going up the

scale, and even then in a passing manner without dwelling on them
; (2) they were to be used only

in the three jdtis—madhyamd, patichaml, and shadja-madhya and even then only iE the amsa-

tvara was sa, ma or pa in the first and third, and pa in the second.

The shadja-sddhdrana and madhyama-sddhdrana were notes intermediate between nishdda and

shadja, and between gdndhdra and madhyama, respectively
;
and the difference between them and

the corresponding natural notes was so minute that they were designated also by the name hainlm

(‘ hair-like ’)• Further, the shadja-sddhdrana could be employed only in the shadjagrdma, and

the madhyama-sddhdrana in the madhyamagrdma. We have no data in the Bh. to enable us to

determine the values of these. FromtheS.fi., however, we see?0 that according to later writers

tliey were produced by the following relations of notes :

Shadja-sddhdrana dha ni sa ri

Ma Ihyama-sddhdraiia ri ga

2s 4s

ma pa

^~3
2s 4s

Further, it would seem that though, as in the Bh., madhyama-sddhdrana was confined to the

madhyamagrdma, there was no corresponding restriction on the shadja-sddhdrana.

A change had also occurred in the mode of employing kdkali-nishuda and antara-gdndhdra.71

Firstly, one could descend thus :

sa Icdkali-ni dha (c B A)

ma antara-gdndhdra ri (fed )

Secondly, one could follow this procedure :

sa kdkali-ni sa the next higher note available

ma antara-gdndhdra ma the next higher note available

By the words 4 the next higher note available ’ is to be understood, ‘ the next higher note,

making allowance for such notes as are required to be omitted in the particular mode to be played

or sung. ’ It will be observed that though the second procedure may be looked upon as in

accordance with the teaching of the Bh., the first goes directly against it. It is impossible for us

to find out when and how the change came about, as no works on music in the period between

the Bh. and tbe S. fi. are extant. The author of the S. fi. himself, it must be noted, is not

writing from his own knowledge, but on the authority of the writers who preceded him. and whose

works were then available. The ancient music had already passed away in the time of Sariigadeva,

the anthor of the S. fi.

The 4 gr&mas ’ according to later writers.

The structure of the two grdmas as given in the S. fi., which is a compilation made from

previous works, is exactly as given in the Bh.72 But in the S. P., which is a work of a much later

period (see above) and when the old distinction of the grdmas had been completely forgotten,73

though there is agreement in the structure of the shadjagrdma, that assigned to the madAyama-

is as follows with ma for keynote

:

ma pa dha ni sa ri ga [ma]

'* S. R. 1>. 01, ilokfli 7 and 8. ’» 8. R, p. 6i, Slokas 3, i, 5 and 6.
** The reader should note that the arrangement of truth in the madhyama and gS,ndh0.ra grSmat, as drawn up

in App. ir of the S. H, Anandashr&ma series, is not according to the text. It agrees with that given in the 8, P.
IS S. P, JtJndo i,, itotd 100.
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This must be looked upon either as haring its origin in the imagination ol the author nn
occurrence by no means very rare, or as having been quoted from a previous writer, equally
imaginative. According to the S. fl.,

7* however, this was the constitution of the gdndhdragrdma
of Narada, which had already fallen into desuetude (see above). For, this authority gives the
following arrangement of giutis in this grdma.

The ‘g&ndh&ragrhma.'
ga tna pa dha ni sa ri [go]

3s 3* 8* 4a 3a 2a 4g

Here it would seem that pa was the keynote, and in that case it is not vory difficult to attach
ajilausible meaning to the scale. For, on comparing it with the shaljagrdma it will be observed
that it is identical with it except for the fact that the interval between the second and tho fourth
notes, which amounts to £ or a minor third, is sought to be equally divided. If this conjecture In-

correct, it reminds us of a similar division introduced by Zalzal (8th century A. D.) in the Arabic
scale and said to be still in use.7* In India, however, it fell into disuse, which probably gave rise

to tUe myth that •
it was prevalent in heaven (svarga) and not oil the face of the earth.’70 It is said

to have originated with Narada, a writer on magic, bat there is no inherent improbability hi its

having been borrowed by the Hindus from the Persians and Arabs, like so many other things in

music (see below). 57

The S. P. having thus given a constitution for the miihgamrgr&ma, which according to the

S. R belongs to the gdndhdragrdina, proceeds to define the gdndhdragrdma as follows with pa for

the keynote: <
(

pa tna pa dha ni ga ri [p«]
31 31 31 41 31 3s 81

No other Sanskrit treatise on music, available to us, mentions a grama with this structure.
If we examine, however, the original gdndhdragrdma as given in the S. II. (which is the same a*
the maihyamagrdma as defined in the S. F.), we find that the seventh note is the just Fourth
of the fourth note but is not the just Fifth of the third. In the gdndhdragrdma, according
to the S. P., it would appear, the seventh note is made the just Fifth of the third note, gacrificing

its relation of the just Fourth to tin fourth note, the other relations remaining the same.

(To he continued.)

KALIDASA AND THE HUNAS OF THE OXUS VALLEY.
BY PROF. K. B. PATHAK, B.A,

i POONA.

KshIrasvami, the well-known commentator on the Amaraho'm, who belongs to tho second
half of the eleventh century ,

1 explains vahlilia,2 meaning saffron, thus:

In order to enable the reader to understand the viow of Kshirasvami, I shall quote the

following three well-knoyvn verses of Kiilidusa : ,
•

<!tr sraw afoff nkttr*
rurmll

rt^r rrr^hTRr
3

TEfofeH»Lll Raghueamta IV

.

,4 S. R. p. 46, ilokas 3, 4 and 5
55 In the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries however, Zalaal’* neutral third was not in favour. (Prof, Land’s

Gramme Arabs).
S R. p. 45, iloka 5.

" If we are to believe, however that this ordma was in existence in India at the time when the PaMatetr
Ira was first translated into Pahlavi’tsee above), the Hindus could not hare borrowod it from fhe Arabs.

1 He quotes Bhoja and is quoted bv VardhamJna, the author of tho OorarnlnoirtalioiifliiM.

* £
Ir - K °. Oka’s Ed. of the Kihirasv&mi, p. HO.

* &om« manuscripts of Vallabha’s commentary read *vr.
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